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Surrey County Council 

Pay and Reward 

Formal Response to Consultation 

28th April 2016 

 

UNISON engagement with members 

The following response is the result of an extensive engagement with UNISON members and SCC 

employees. 

UNISON have held 33 workplace meetings and spoken directly to well over 300 staff about the Pay 

and Reward proposals as of 28th April 2016. 

UNISON Reps have attended a number of SCC consultation events and team meetings. 

UNISON have had almost 500 responses to our Pay and Reward Survey as of 28th April 2016 (some 

results included – full summary attached as appendices).  

Appendices 

a) UNISON Pay Survey Responses as of 28th April. Pages 8-13 

b) UNISON Pay Survey comments and feedback. Pages 14-27 

c) Job Roles of survey respondents a-z. Pages 28-36 

d) Job Locations/Teams of survey respondents a-z. Pages 37-46 

e) Other feedback sent to UNISON via email. Pages 47-56 
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The Council’s three strategic aims: 

Build a High-Performing Council 

The strategy will help to create a high-performing Council that is competitive in the employment 

market and retains a highly motivated and skilled workforce ... Most importantly, our staff work as 

one team and act in line with our values. 

UNISON also want to see a high-performing Council. We agree that staff motivation is a critical 

factor in achieving this. We believe some of these proposals are actually de-motivating and 

demoralising. The idea that events totally outside of an employee or team’s influence (i.e. another 

team’s ‘failure’) will determine whether or not they progress up their pay scale is frankly 

unacceptable and virtually no-one within our feedback has supported this notion. Good quality 

management training and people-centred supervision and appraisal systems will be far more 

effective in improving the organisation’s performance. 

Become Competitive in the Employment Market 

We need a rewards system that is competitive. Staff want us to invest in salary progression. The 

investment must be sustainable and affordable; so we have looked at a total reward package to see 

if money can be spent differently ... and also provide benefits which staff value. 

We understand the need for a degree of competitiveness and see the vital importance of 

competitive pay levels and terms and conditions as an attraction for workers to join and stay with 

Surrey. We agree that funds should be channelled to those benefits which staff value – according to 

our extensive feedback, current sick pay benefits are one of the highest valued benefits of working 

for Surrey. Interestingly, recognition awards and vouchers are not rated at all highly by our 

members. There are also very strong feelings amongst car users (contractual and otherwise) that 

they are being targeted unfairly within these proposals. One of the key elements of a benefits 

package that any potential new employees will consider is whether they can park their car at work 

(if they intend to drive) and whether they will be fairly compensated for using their own car for 

work. 

Develop a Highly Motivated and Skilled Workforce 

We need rewards and employment practices that support staff in developing their careers and their 

skills within Surrey. 

In reality, many of our members (some of whom have been with the county many years) are 

considering looking for alternative employment if these proposals go through unchanged. 
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Reward Principles 

Much of what is contained in the ‘Reward Principles’ section is laudable and acceptable to us. 

Unfortunately, the reality of some of the proposals flies in the face of this approach: 

We need to reward staff who behave in ways that reflect the organisation’s values. It also means 

that we have a pay and performance appraisal process which is fair, consistent and transparent. 

The ‘One Team’ proposal goes totally against this ideal. If one individual or team works 

exceptionally hard and exceeds the expectations of the council, but another unrelated team ‘fails’ 

where is the ‘fairness’ in that? Many of our members are convinced that this proposal is an attempt 

to ensure that there will be no more pay increases in the next few years. 

We support the principle of flexibility and will work with the council to ensure our members have 

access to a good work-life balance. We believe that there are risks associated with ‘tailored pay’ 

and that we will want to keep a close eye on potential gender or other pay gaps developing within 

the county as a result of individualised, tailored pay. 

Other impacted trade unions 

Although falling outside of the scope of ‘Surrey Pay’, the proposal document does highlight a 

number of groups of SCC staff who will be impacted by some of the proposed changes to 

employment terms and practices. We would want to be satisfied that the trade unions representing 

these groups have been meaningfully engaged in the consultation process. 

Job Families and Career Development 

UNISON are not opposed to this proposal in principle. Our members are not convinced and we 

would want to work closely with the council to ensure its fair implementation and development. 

SURVEY: 34% support the new pay models. 62% do not. 

Appraisals and Performance Related Pay Progression 

UNISON have a clear and consistent position of sceptical opposition to performance-related pay 

(PRP). We do not feel that appraisals will be as productive if they take place against a backdrop of 

pay progression. Our members are, however, long overdue a sensible increase in pay and there is a 

real need for a system of regular pay uplifts. UNISON would prefer an automatic annual progression 

by incremental scale but we understand that this is not on offer. We will be guided by our members 

as to whether they want us to accept the PRP element of this offer.  

We feel strongly that there must be good, documented, evidence of an individual capability process 

(and a Personal Improvement Plan in place) before any employee is refused a pay uplift. We 

support the simplification of the appraisal forms. 

Survey: 36% support the introduction of PRP. 63% do not. 
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ONE TEAM - Paragraph 49 of the proposal document states: 

It is proposed that at the end of the appraisal year the Chief Executive will consider whether 

organisational performance has been achieved and present a recommendation to the PPDC. They 

will decide whether organisational performance has been achieved and make a recommendation for 

agreement to the full Council of elected members regarding pay progression. 

UNISON are completely opposed to this proposal and our members are 96% opposed to this 

proposal. We are also very concerned that neither the ONE TEAM proposal nor the proposed 

‘scorecard’ are ‘transparent’. After months of consultations, still no-one has been able to tell us 

exactly what a ‘failure’ will look like, nor whether employees would have received an uplift in each 

of the previous five years if this system had been in place. 

SURVEY: 3% support this proposal. 96% do not. 

This scored highest as something our members would be prepared to take action over. Including 

PRP, over 50% of members rated this as their number one concern. 

Job Family Pay Model 

The proposal suggests that: Less experienced staff are appointed to the developing pay zone and 

more experienced staff could be appointed directly to the established pay zone. 

Although we are not opposed to this as a principle going forward, many of our long-standing 

‘experienced’ members have been placed in the ‘developing’ pay zone, which is where new ‘less 

experienced’ staff will be placed. We would argue that anyone who has been with the council for 

five years or more should be appointed in the ‘established’ pay zone. 

SURVEY: 35% accept their individual salary change. 62% do not. 

Pay Changes and Pay Progression 

Paragraph 80 in the proposals lists the ‘following things’ which any pay progression will have to 

take into account: 

 Organisational Performance; 

 Pay Band Review based on Market Pay; 

 Affordability for the Council; 

 Individual Performance Appraisal rating; 

 Whether it is a new job or Promotion; 

 Which Pay Model the Employee is Allocated to; and 

 Which Pay Zone applies to the Salary. 

Shown in this way, it is easy to understand why many members believe they are unlikely to ever get 

another pay increase after this year. 
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Review of the Reward Package 

Car User Lump Sum 

UNISON do not accept that the need to reimburse those expected to drive their car for work has 

decreased. The council’s own figures show that motoring costs in general have increased since the 

lump sum was introduced in 2008. Petrol prices have fluctuated but are currently around the same 

levels as in early 2008. The campaign waged by the trade unions to get the council to agree the 

introduction was fairly bitter and very public. The disputes procedure was used and it took an 

appeal at Stage 3 to finally get approval to introduce the policy. The amounts have not increased in 

the last eight years so the value has actually gone down. UNISON do, however, accept that an 

employee needs to have actually used their car for work to claim the lump sum and would agree 

that there should be a minimum threshold. Over 70 employees working in and around the St 

Francis Centre in Guildford have signed a petition asking the council to drop this planned cut.  

SURVEY: 17% agree with the phasing out of the lump sum. 81% do not. 

SURVEY: 31% agree with the threshold of 1,500 miles. 68% do not. 

Recognition Awards 

Our members have told us, in overwhelming numbers, that they are not in favour of a voucher-

based recognition scheme. If the PRP proposals are implemented then there is the opportunity for 

those who have ‘exceeded expectations’ to be rewarded through this system. We would argue 

strongly that any funds currently earmarked for this proposal be diverted toward another element 

of the reward package, such as retaining the current sick pay scheme. 

SURVEY: 15% support this proposal. 83% do not. 

Attendance Management and Sick Pay 

UNISON are pleased to see the proposed investment in new occupational health and employee 

assistance services, offering: 

 Physiotherapy for staff with muscle and skeletal problems; 

 Improved support to help employees deal with stresses of day to day life; 

 Improved access to counselling and support for mental health issues; and 

 Faster referrals for occupational health to improve attendance management. 

UNISON are, however, completely opposed to the proposed changes to the current sick pay 

scheme. If (as the council suggests) this is not a money-saving exercise, perhaps the council could 

consider amending the current package to be fairer to new starters whilst not withdrawing the 

current benefit to long-standing staff. One possibility would be to introduce three months full pay 

and three months half pay on starting, rising to six months full pay and six months half pay after 

five years service. 
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Our members told us this was one area they would want us to pursue vigorously. Our feedback told 

us that current sick pay arrangements were high on our members’ priority list. We will not enter 

into a Pay and Reward agreement with these sick pay proposals still on the table. 

SURVEY: 12% agree with the proposal. 88% do not. 

This scored second-highest as something our members would be prepared to take action over. 

Review Car Parking Arrangements 

UNISON are not opposed to the principle of a County-wide review of car parking arrangements, 

taking into account local circumstances. We do not believe that this should come under the 

umbrella of the ‘Pay and Reward’ consultation. We believe this will be a long and complicated 

process and should be taken out of the current proposals. We also believe that a number of staff 

who are not on Surrey Pay will be affected and therefore SCCTU have a crucial role to play in any 

review.  

We propose a separate review into car parking be carried out jointly between SCCTU and SCC. The 

principles and terms of reference of that review to be agreed jointly by the participants. 

40% agree with the proposal. 57% do not. 

Review of On-Call Payments 

Given the proposed protection of those staff most adversely affected, UNISON are not opposed in 

principle to the review of on-call payments. We are concerned, however, about the possible impact 

on career development and the upward movement of affected staff – who may now be reluctant to 

seek promotion within the Council if their current on-call payments would be forfeit. 

SURVEY: 32% agree with this proposal. 60% do not. 

 Seven Day Flexible Contracts 

UNISON understand the changing nature of public services and the world of work. We accept that 

there may be the need for different services and groups of workers to be available at different 

times and in different places according to users’ needs. We were pleased to have been involved in 

the co-design of flexible services in hospital-based teams and in adults’ social work teams generally. 

This was all done by agreement and over a sensible period of time. 

We are not prepared to accept the proposed sentence at the end of the new contract clauses: 

Reasonable being determined solely by the Council. 

The very nature of the wording above means that any decision could not be deemed to be 

‘reasonable’. 

SURVEY: 12% agree to the new contracts. 87% do not. 
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Review Work Base Relocation Grant 

The current proposal to increase the threshold to 10 miles each way and to reduce the time period 

for protection from three years to one year is, we believe, a step too far – literally. This is a huge 

change to existing terms and conditions of employment and we would ask the council to rethink its 

proposal. 

SURVEY: 24% agree to the increase in distance. 74% do not. 

SURVEY: 21% agree to the reduction to one year. 77% do not. 

£10 per hour Living Wage 

UNISON note with concern that there appears to be no direct reference in the proposals to the 

Living Wage (that set annually by the Living Wage Foundation, not the government’s new National 

Living Wage/Minimum Wage) despite the council having ensured, year-on-year, that the lowest 

Surrey Pay grades have remained above the Living Wage.  

In consultation and in some written responses, the council has stated an ambition of achieving a 

£9ph minimum wage by 2020. This is the target figure for the government’s new minimum wage 

and shows very little ambition or ongoing support for their lowest paid employees. UNISON would 

expect the council to set its sights far higher by agreeing with our call for a £10ph minimum Surrey 

Pay level by 2020. 

SURVEY: 95% support the claim for £10ph by 2020. 4% do not. 

In conclusion 

We sincerely hope that the council will take on board our concerns and listen to the feedback from 

our members. We ask you to make the necessary changes to these proposals which will enable us 

to recommend them to our members.   

We are intending to launch high-profile public campaigns – particularly over the sick pay and one 

team proposals but possibly also over the car lump sum and car parking proposals. If there is no 

change to the final offer (from the original proposals), we would question the usefulness of any 

further pay and reward meetings. 

SURVEY: 12% accept the proposals as they stand. 86% do not. 

SURVEY: 72% would be prepared to take some form of industrial action over the current proposals.  

SURVEY: 44% see the ONE TEAM proposal as the proposal they would most be willing to take action 

over, closely followed by the sick pay proposal. Many said they would have liked to have been able 

to vote for more than one option.   
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Appendix A 
 

UNISON Pay and Reward consultation survey responses as of 28th April 

 

Are you a member of UNISON? 

 
response Answer 

85% 418 A) Yes 

15% 76 B) No 

0% 0 skipped 

What is your job role? 

 
response answered 

100% 477 answered 

1% 3 skipped 

What is the name of your workplace? 

 
response answered 

100% 473 answered 

1% 5 skipped 

I support the introduction of PRP from 1 July 2016 

 
response Answer 

36% 168 A) Yes 

63% 296 B) No 

1% 6 skipped 

I support the tying of individual annual pay increases to the overall performance of the council 

 
response Answer 

3% 14 A) Yes 

96% 445 B) No 

1% 3 skipped 
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I agree with the moving of the annual pay review date to 1 July each year 

 
response Answer 

40% 184 A) Yes 

57% 264 B) No 

3% 14 skipped 

I accept the bridging payment offer of £150 as fair settlement for the period 1st April till 1st July 2016 

 
response Answer 

37% 170 A) Yes 

60% 278 B) No 

3% 12 skipped 

I accept the proposed changes to my salary for 2016/17 

 
response Answer 

35% 161 A) Yes 

62% 282 B) No 

3% 15 skipped 

I agree with the introduction of the 3 pay models 

 
response Answer 

34% 153 A) Yes 

62% 281 B) No 

4% 18 skipped 

I support the council’s commitment to paying a Living Wage 

 
response Answer 

66% 294 A) Yes 

32% 145 B) No 

2% 9 skipped 
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Do you support UNISON's campaign for a £10 per hour Living Wage by 2020 

 
response Answer 

95% 427 A) Yes 

4% 19 B) No 

1% 4 skipped 

I currently claim the Business Mileage Lump Sum 

 
response Answer 

62% 277 A) Yes 

38% 169 B) No 

0% 0 skipped 

I agree with the phasing out of the business mileage lump sum 

 
response Answer 

17% 75 A) Yes 

81% 358 B) No 

2% 10 skipped 

I agree that employees should drive a minimum of 1,500 miles in any year before receiving any lump sum 

 
response Answer 

31% 136 A) Yes 

68% 300 B) No 

2% 8 skipped 

I currently park my car at work for free. 

 
response Answer 

71% 315 A) Yes 

28% 125 B) No 

1% 6 skipped 
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I support the council’s intention to review its car parking policy based on their stated principles 

 
response Answer 

40% 178 A) Yes 

57% 251 B) No 

3% 13 skipped 

I agree with the council’s new sickness absence pay policy 

 
response Answer 

12% 54 A) Yes 

88% 387 B) No 

I currently receive payment for being on-call 

 
response Answer 

6% 26 A) Yes 

94% 420 B) No 

I agree with the council’s proposals to change and harmonise on-call payments 

 
response Answer 

32% 139 A) Yes 

60% 264 B) No 

8% 37 skipped 

I agree that the distance needed to travel to receive a relocation grant should increase to 10 miles each 

way 

 
response Answer 

24% 104 A) Yes 

74% 323 B) No 

2% 10 skipped 
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I agree to reducing the relocation grant payments from 3 years to 1 year 

 
response Answer 

21% 91 A) Yes 

77% 337 B) No 

3% 11 skipped 

I support the introduction of new contracts with new mobility and flexibility clauses 

 
response Answer 

12% 51 A) Yes 

87% 376 B) No 

2% 7 skipped 

I support the proposed Reward Vouchers scheme 

 
response Answer 

15% 64 A) Yes 

83% 362 B) No 

2% 9 skipped 

Any budget for a voucher scheme would be better spent on protecting current terms and conditions. 

 
response Answer 

92% 402 A) Yes 

7% 29 B) No 

1% 5 skipped 

I agree with the council’s proposed new Pay and Reward settlement 

 
response Answer 

12% 51 A) Yes 

86% 371 B) No 

2% 9 skipped 
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I would be prepared to vote for industrial action in the event that these changes are imposed 

 
response Answer 

72% 310 A) Yes 

23% 98 B) No 

5% 23 skipped 

The main proposals are listed below. Please indicate which of these you would be most prepared to take 

action over? 

 
response Answer 

14% 59 A) Performance Related Pay (PRP) 

44% 189 B) One Team (individual pay increases tied to overall council performance) 

0% 1 C) Pay Review Date moving to July 1st 

1% 4 D) Three New Pay Models 

2% 7 E) Living Wage 

2% 8 F) Phasing out Business Mileage Lump Sum 

2% 9 G) Car Parking Review 

19% 82 H) Changes to Sick Pay 

1% 4 I) On Call Payments 

1% 4 J) Relocation Grants 

7% 32 K) New Flexible Contracts 

0% 2 L) Reward Vouchers 

6% 26 skipped 

If there is anything else you would like to add about the pay and reward consultation please tell us below. 

 
131 Answered (below, Appendix B) 

 
285 Skipped 
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Appendix B 

UNISON Surrey Pay and Reward survey responses as of 28th April 2016 

1. The extent of the proposed changes and the complexity of them is a little too much to be able to 
consider and the changes can't be easily computed as to how they affect me. The email with the 
full offer and implications was 64 pages long for heavens sake! The combination of pay and 
reward with terms and conditions of employment is not acceptable. 

2. I HAVE WORKED FOR SURREY FOR 13 YEARS AND NEVER HAS THE COUNCIL MET ALL ITS GOALS, 
SO EFFECTIVELY THE NEW PROPOSALS ARE SIMPLY A LONG Way of saying you will be on a 
continued pay freeze because the council will never achieve all its goals on restricted funding.  

3. Absolutely furious with the council's high handed approach with people's lives. As usual the 
most vulnerable are penalised. Use a sledgehammer to crack a nut. 

4. I was only allowed to select one option for taking strike action over. I actually want to take strike 
action over numbers 1,3, 5 7 and 9 

5. I would be prepared to take industrial action over all of the points being proposed.  

6. Would be prepared for industrial action over more than one of the proposals  

7. Any immediate pay increase is being used to 'buy out' staff just to bring in inferior terms of 
employment. It does very little for staff to catch up with colleagues doing the same job and at 
the top of the scale. I particularly resent that I am being put in the developing part of the scale 
after nearly 4 years in the job and new staff could still be brought in on a higher scale than me.  

8. I didn't really understand the implications of some of the questions as they do not relate to my 
job i.e. lump sum related questions, on call payments etc. 

9. I am concerned about the current application and implementation of staff appraisals. It appears 
that different managers have been facilitating appraisals in varying ways. For example the 360 
appraisal is not being used consistently across the workforce, the role of the appraiser is variable 
and in some circumstances no appraisals have been offered. As a manager I believe that 
appraisals should be used as a motivator and be unique and individual to each member of staff. 
Clearly the new Pay and Reward structure will not enable me to do this due to generic targets 
related directly to pay (it is inevitable, due to budget constraints, that PRP will be a rarity). 
Therefore staff appraisal should be SEPARATE from any aspect of pay as this impacts negatively 
on the process, which should be positive for ALL staff. Any poor performance should be picked 
up outside of this process as part of supervision and ultimately capability. The new staff 
appraisal PRP will not promote good working relationships which focus on open and honest 
discussions. 

10. The "Job Families" proposal is absurd and has been poorly conceived. It has divided teams and 
appears to be highly arbitrary based on what HR thinks. 

11. The 1.6% extra I have been offered does not make up for the last 6 years lack of cost of living 
increase as I have been on top of my grade for many years.  I am very concerned re the 
reduction in sick pay, car parking charges and how any future increase is to be dependant on the 
council performing, details not at all clear.  It does not feel that the pay and reward proposal is 
actually to the benefit of many staff members! It is not just social workers that have extreme 
difficulty in recruiting and retaining staff and this has not been addressed in other areas that I 
am aware of - legal, planning and transportation.  Working in Kingston, the county need to 
compare with London salaries not those in the South East. 

12. I think the whole review is a way to get current long-term staff out of their roles and replace 
with "cheaper" workers. The council do not appear to recognise workers commitments to their 
jobs and the importance of their roles. 

13. My main concern is that it is not a consultation, when the details are not available.  Every 
question asked at the session I went to was not answered.  The consultation is more like a 
steamroller which is already in motion ... cannot see how the word consultation is part of this 
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process.  If expected to roll out in July then it must already be set up now!!!!  Whence the delay 
in the terms and conditions letter 

14. Extended sick pay should be a reward for staff who have been with Surrey for over 5 years. As 
men and women work longer and longer for their pension, their health and wellbeing will suffer, 
and might need that extra time to recover from surgery or chemotheraphy etc. 

15. It doesn't really matter what the outcome is, the council has lost my goodwill by even trying to 
do this. It would take a lot to get it back and this council, like so many others, relies on the 
goodwill of its staff. 

16. regarding the business mileage lump sum - a more graduated threshold for payment would be 
better -e.g. up to 500 miles £0 then maybe £200 up to 1000 miles then £380 for 1500 miles as it 
is now. This year I drove 1456 miles - had to replace 3 tyres too - I wouldn't get the lump sum 
should the proposals go through - I now feel that I should make more journeys for work rather 
than trying to work more efficiently if I'm not going to meet the threshold. I have to have a car 
for my job so should get some recompense. 

17. 1 Sickness payment changes - I think this is a detrimental step and do not believe this is the 
correct response to reducing absenteeism.  If I was diagnosed with cancer or had a accident or 
suffered a stroke I would like the reassurance that during this period I would not have to worry 
about paying the bills and keeping a roof over my head.  If people take advantage of the system 
this should be address by HR and the person's line manager. I would like to know how much 
money the council feel they would save from this measure.  
2  Future pay awards subject to all the council meeting their targets. I don't think this is fair. It 
unfairly penalises team who are short of staff or have suffered the brunt of council cuts. If this is 
adopted I believe it will affect morale and recruitment and retention of staff.  I also think the 
introduction of performance related pay as proposed as part of the  new appraisal process  will 
be divisive within teams and set colleagues against each other.  
3.  7 day contract - I am opposed to this. Family life is very important and in particular Sunday. I 
would find it very difficult to sign a contract stipulating this.  

18. It is not a proper consultation with staff  if you do not have all the details you are consulting 
them on put before them. From the Pay and Reward consultation events with staff it would 
appear that they have been working on this for some time and so you would expect them to 
know most or all of the answers to queries. Yet it seems most questions they did not know the 
answer to. If they have been working on this for so long why have they not fleshed out these 
problems by consulting along the way rather than waiting until the end. If they truly wanted to 
consult with us, they should have done so much earlier in the process. They have no idea what 
success looks like for the Council as a whole so how are we supposed to know whether their 
proposal is any good for us or not. It looks like a cynical way of never ever providing a pay rise to 
anybody ever again as you have removed cost of living as well.     

19. The last question only gave the opportunity to tick one box as being willing to take industrial 
action over. I ticked the "One Council" proposal - but for the record, I also fundamentally 
disagree with the proposed alterations to sick pay. 
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20. The whole process has been very rushed. The so called 'consultation' should have happened last 
year in order for it to be implemented this year. It is also unfair that the appraisal of targets set 
for 2015/16 would be used as the tool to judge a staff member using criteria set at the end of 
the appraisal period. We were being asked to give our feedback about a new system which HR 
could not tell us exactly how it would work in practise i.e. what would the Council have to do 
exactly to be performing well enough for us to get a pay award? Managers do not have the 
knowledge/training to implement this system fairly and consistently. I agree with the stated 
aims of the changes (e.g. retain staff, provide opportunities for progression) but I do not see 
how any of the changes would achieve this.  

21. Mental Health are being marginalised - again.   The pay structure is lower for professionals in 
MH. 

22. I believe current proposals around performance-related pay introduce a series of complicated 
conditions around whether pay awards will be given. The notion of the entire organisation 
needing to be judged successful prior to individual pay awards does not reflect the wide variety 
of duties the Council undertakes, and does not reflect the nuance of "failure" in both an 
organisational and individual context. I think these proposals will alienate staff, create internal 
divisions and impact on staff morale. I also think that it has not adequately considered how it 
will mitigate any pay inequalities brought about as result of introducing performance-related 
pay, and that this will impact a number of significant groups, including women and precarious 
workers. I also strongly oppose any change in sick-pay and performance management 
arrangements, as this seems to be seeking to punish the most vulnerable of the council's 
employees. 

23. This consultation appears to be an attempt at the complete and utter degradation of our 
contracts, I have not met or spoken to a single colleague who thinks this consultation has put 
forward anything positive. The word 'Reward' is an insult.  

24. The lump sum and free parking are not perks of the job and shouldn't be changed.  

25. I cannot understand the logic as to why I should not be rewarded if the performance of a service, 
which I have no influence or control over, results in corporate outcomes not being achieved. I 
have no issue being judged on the performance of the service I am in. I can see in a way in 
theory why the idea is being proposed but quite frankly I don't think it will motivate people 

26. I found the consultation not really informative but rather a gathering to inform us of the 
intensions of the organisation. The representatives did not seem to have clear  answers to the 
questions. This is such a huge change and yet the time scale to prepare us for the big change and 
the lack of information means that we have not been well informed. I find the mileage issue is a 
bit unfair as pool cars were phased out which was a big help We have no choice but to buy and 
use our own cars. The average mileage in the team 1100-1200.  

27. Social workers in mental health teams have received their letters, outlining that we will be 
banded lower than adult social care teams. That is completely unacceptable and I simply do not 
understand the rationale for that. 

28. Even if this consultation was successful and the pay increases agreed, the timescale for 
completing and moderating appraisals is not realistic. Our team has been piloting a new 
coaching based appraisal system that does not use grades. This pay and reward system flies in 
the face of this change. Do Surrey County Council not know that Performance Related Pay has 
been disproved as being an effective way of increasing efficiency? 

29. I am a hospital-based worker who is advised I must drive my car to work. If the changes are 
made then I may not be able to have parking on a hospital site which costs up to nearly £2 per 
day if in visitors parking ground then up to £12.  In my current role I am still working at the same 
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level as a Social Worker and doing the same assessments as a Social Worker this has not been 
reviewed at all during this.  Currently only 4 places for Surrey SW scheme is a year they have not 
reviewed if maybe more could be and also working in the Adults Team I find it very unfair that 
Children's Team are able to do Open Uni Degree in Social Work but this is not supported in 
Adults Team  

30. I do not agree with the plans and do not feel they are fully transparent.  

31. We are required to use our own vehicle's for work, the small lump sum payment that is currently 
received pays for very little towards car maintenance. Surrey is very rural and the country roads 
cause extra wear on your vehicle .I was advised that the lump sum payment was being phased 
out because fuel had decreased. It’s now on the increase again. This is a low paid job and these 
payments help in a small way but it matters, because without a vehicle you can not do your job  . 
We don't need vouchers we need employment, No car no Job!   

32. I am a member of staff who will be moved up to a new pay band.  However, my years of 
experience are being discounted as everyone is being moved up to the bottom of the new pay 
scale (I am currently at the top of my current pay band having worked for the council for 10 
years).  Thus, I will only receive a £800 pay rise whilst a colleague who has 8 years less 
experience than me will receive a £5000 pay rise.  This feels unfair and does not make sense 
given the council are struggling to recruit and retain experienced occupational therapists and 
social workers. 

33. In my case from what I have read I will be better of by £1500 from July and for me this is a 
massive life saver. I can hardly pay my bills currently. 

34. It appears from my letter I have received that my pay as a Mental Health Social Worker will be 
£5000-00 less than my equivalent that works in Adult Social Care.  I do not understand how we 
can be discriminated in this way. 

35. Made an error on previous page, I am in favour of industrial action against changes in sickness 
benefit  

36. On the car user lump sum. If it is removed then staff contracts need to be changed to remove 
clauses about providing a vehicle for work use.  
If SCC are concerned about paying lump sums to staff who don't actually use their own vehicles 
for work, then maybe they need to review why some jobs are deemed to be Contractual car 
users when it seems they may not need to be. 

37. Whilst the council are trying to suggest that this is a consultation I do not understand enough 
about it in relation to impact upon me. My view is that this is the same for other members of my 
team. I do not agree to changing the sick pay and whilst I appear to benefit from a salary 
increase I feel uncomfortable about it all. Changing my working hours (even in consultation with 
me would likely cause significant disruption!) we pay out so much for locum social workers yet 
they still appear not to value existing staff. 

38. I have chosen the prp as the area I most disagree with as your salary & pay incentives should not 
be dependent on your relationship with your manager as I experience & see so often. I also 
strongly oppose the changes in the sickness policy & the fact that this is not a consultation, it has 
already been decided, with very little notice. We were told the changes were to entice new staff 
& bring salaries in line with other boroughs. The feeling in my office is the opposite has 
happened. People are very unhappy & it is giving more incentive for people who were previously 
undecided to leave &amp; move borough. Many thanks. 

39. I think the changes to the sick pay are completely unfair. I have worked in local authorities for 
over 20 years, and my sickness absence would not be more than an average of a couple of days 
per year during this time. I'd like to think that should I develop a serious illness and needed to 
recover, my employer would be supportive and not add to my stress by decreasing my salary. 
Surely over 20 years of committed service with minimal absence should be reflected by this. I 
truly hope that I am never so ill that I'd need this time off and my dedication would be 
reciprocated. 
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40. We have been on a pay freeze far longer than was first told and it feels like they are avoiding 
have to do this by introducing a pay performance. Just seems they expect more from you but 
offer little back for the hard work many people put in. 

41. SOCIAL WORKERS STAND TO LOSE THE MOST IN THE NEW FLEXIBLE CONTRACTS. IT IS NOT 
OFFSET BY ANY ASPECT OF THE PAY AND REWARD SCHEME. INCREASING MILEAGE FOR LUMP 
SUM REDUCES INCOME TO SOCIAL WORKERS, AND IF YOU DO NOT DRIVE THOSE MILES, IT DOES 
NOT TAKE IN TO ACCOUNT THAT YOU MAY DRIVE FAR MORE, BUT YOUR ‘HOME BASE' IS NOW A 
GREAT DEAL FURTHER THAN IN A PREVIOUS POST. THIS SEEMS UNFAIR, AS MANAGERS ARE 
UNWILLING TO PROVIDE A CLOSER TO HOME ASSIGNED BASE. WHEN YOU WORK COUNTY 
WIDE, YOU ARE LIKELY TO HAVE THE GREATEST LOSS OF REIMBURSEMENT AND HIGHEST 
VEHICLE DEPRECIATION FOR DRIVING MILES. THIS IS NOT A FAIR WAY TO TREAT ALL 
EMPLOYEES, AND TO ME LIMITS THE ARGUMENT FOR EQUALISING PARKING. HAVING WORKED 
IN QUADRANT COURT, THE AMOUNT OF MONIES LOST IN PEOPLE DRIVING AROUND, WAITING 
FOR PARKING SPACES, MOVING THEIR VEHICLES IS RIDICOULOUS, BUT CHARGING OTHERS FOR 
PARKING DOES NOT SEEM TO BE THE SOLUTION. I LIKE THE PERFORMANCE BASIS OF SALARY, 
BUT NOT FOR THE WHOLE COUNCIL. In PRINCIPLE IT MAKES SENSE. HOWEVER IN AN 
ORGANISATION THAT EMPLOYEES 28,000 PEOPLE...IT IS A DAUNTING PROSPECT TO RELY ON 
THAT MANY PEOPLE TO IMPROVE THEIR WORK ETHIC TO GET A PASSING GRADE. PLEASE ASK 
FOR A MORE DEFINED MEASURE OF WHAT THIS WOULD LOOK LIKE?  

42. Many of us feel it's already a done deal 

43. They appear to be implementing these changes already as all appraisals need to be completed 
by April to support new contracts in July. They clearly are not listening to staff 

44. Unfair that minimum points of bands S5 to S8 have increased significantly according to market 
rate but existing staff have not moved up proportionately.  New staff will take 5 years to move 
though pay range but existing staff will tale 8 to 10 years.  Also new staff with experience are 
likely to come in higher on the established zone than existing staff with more experience. 

45. I am currently on maternity leave and have not been able to attend any of the consultation 
dates that the council ran - they have all been while my baby is very young so not very practical 
for me. My manager has been keeping me updated but the emails I have had about it have not 
contained any useful information.  

46. Movement to the new job families means that due to the freeze in recent years on salary 
increases, experienced members of staff remain on the bottom of the pay scale in the 
'developing' range. This is the same rate of pay as newly appointed, inexperienced team 
members, reliant on the experience of experienced staff to ensure they are able to perform. 
There should be the ability for some consideration by managers on where current team 
members should be placed within the new salary range dependent on experience and 
performance. 
As someone who makes use of the car lease scheme, I am unable to claim the car user 
allowance, which I accept. I also receive a nominal rate for mileage which seems unfair given 
that I still pay the same costs for fuel. However, I support the retention of the car user allowance 
for my colleagues. There should be some compensation for additional costs incurred by staff for 
insurance, wear &amp; tear on their vehicles. 

47. I'm very concerned that sick pay is limited to 3 months extended at the whim of the line 
manager. This is open to prejudice and discrimination and will increase anxiety. 

48. I could only tick one of the boxes regarding willingness to take industrial but several of the 
proposed changes are very concerning to me and would be prepared to take industrial in respect 
of these issues too. 
The council has not shared information in a transparent way. The proposal document is too long 
and needs to be condensed. It seems like it has been designed to confuse rather than enlighten. 

49. I object to the removal of time and a half for working Saturdays. 
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50. It is not fair on the staff that are still on TUPE contracts. Who have not had any pay rises in years, 
because SCC have never chased up any pay rises owed, and now will not receive anything while 
others will be possibly getting something year on year. This is totally unfair and wrong 

51. The proposed changes to Pay & Performance related pay are very much subject to the 
relationship that a member of staff has with their line manager, how can staff be sure that a line 
manager will not be biased.  The changes to sick pay do not seem to take into account that any 
member of staff could suffer an injury or be subject to medical treatment that would take more 
than 3 months to make a full recovery.  There is no mention in the proposal document as to how 
a line manager can make a decision on extending sick leave for longer. What set of criteria 
determines whether sick leave can be extended or not.  

52. I sit in a Children's  Services Office where the majority of Managers and Staff are agency locums. 
This is an appalling waste of money and the new proposals will do nothing to change this. 
I also think that management taking the power to freeze all pay in the event we do not meet 
"corporate" targets is simply a method that will be employed to restrain pay bills in the future. 
The Pay and Reward proposals have affected the morale of all staff including our most 
experienced managers.   

53. All consultations are a tick box exercise with Surrey County Council and have been for over 15 
years I have worked here. They are taking more and more and morale is low - With this new pay, 
you can work really hard but if the council as a whole do not perform no pay so next year why 
bother. Also the pay grade some are not at the new bench and if there appraisal is not good no 
pay rise but a new person coming in goes above. The whole thing is to hide being messed about 
with salary yet again.  

54. It would have been good to have a list of all the questions before the start, so we know which 
ones were coming up (might influence how we answer some of them if we know there are 
supplementary questions coming up. 

55. I haven't attended any yet as I am struggling to tie "reward" with any of their proposals. It is just 
another attack on pay and conditions 

56. The proposal to end sleeping in payments, weekend working allowances and enhancements for 
working waking night shifts from 1 July for new employment contracts will have a detrimental 
effect on staff recruitment for residential homes. Posts are already hard to recruit staff to and 
staff are leaving for better paid jobs without the unsocial hours. It will also have a divisive nature 
on the team, with existing staff being paid the allowances and other staff not for doing the same 
work, affecting morale. 
These proposals alone will not improve the services offered to Surrey residents, it is a way of 
saving money by reducing staffing costs. 

57. I am an essential car user and waste time at some offices going to look for car parking spaces 
and moving my car during the day etc. I have to go out during the day and rarely work one whole 
day in the office without an external appointment. I work as a trainer as well for SCC and should 
have a dedicated car park place for this as venues change and I travel across the County and 
have training materials to carry. 

58. I am a qualified social worker working doing strategic work for Social Work training in HR.  
However I've been put into a business functions "family".  I travel all over the county but am not 
deemed an essential car user so I don't get the annual lump sum.  I'm not even paid senior social 
work pay!  If the new proposals come in all of us are very unlikely to get a pay rise each year, as 
there are too many "ifs buts and maybes".  Parking at County Hall is £10.00 per day so although 
I'll get a small pay rise I'll also get a cut in terms of parking costs and the cut is much bigger than 
the gain.  The letter I've been given has the wrong "Jan 2016 pay" on it and I'm worried about 
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what to do. I don't trust Surrey at all.   

59. Some questions were difficult to give a straight forward Yes or No 

60. If the new pay and reward system is implemented by the council there must be complete 
transparency on the reviews and a system to challenge fairly and freely if the level of award is 
disputed at each appraisal. We don't want managers to still give awards to those under 
performing because of favouritism and lack of budget available. 

61. I am concerned about the potential 7 day contracts with no enhancements for working at the 
weekends or bank holidays.  

62. I actually don't feel too strongly about most of the proposed changes, other than the 'one team' 
proposal.  This is not performance related pay if you are actually unable to influence the 
outcome regardless of your own performance.  

63. As a part time worker (jobshare) I will not drive 1500 in one year but will not be eligible for any 
lump sum after this year my average millage is 900 as is my job share. I feel it is discrimination  
against part time working. On questioning the council on this they have sent me the policy 
twice? 

64. I do not think enough people would be prepared to fight against the proposals - most think it will 
happen whatever they feel 

65. There should be a challenge to the Bank Holiday payments being reduced and for the scrapping 
of the weekend working allowance.  As a manager of a service that is open 24hrs a day 365 days 
per year, I expect staff to work unsociable hours away from their own families.  It is disgusting 
and wrong to expect people to work on Christmas Day, or any other Bank Holiday, without any 
recognition of the service and commitment they are providing. 

66. It is unbelievable they call it pay and reward. Having attended a consultation event there is no 
pay & reward proposed that is not about a cost saving for SCC at the expense of its employees.  
This will not lead to better public services for Surrey's residences and only damages Surrey’s 
reputation both as a place to live and work.   

67. Unison must emphasise to members the importance of not being taken in by the pay rise bring 
offered in July. Staff need to fully realise that there is virtually no  chance of a further pay rise 
after this.  

68. I do partly agree with performance related pay, as I think good work should be rewarded, 
however, I feel that the 'one team' is a get out clause for SCC to not continue this past 1-2 years. 
I DO NOT agree with removing car lump sum, as someone who regularly drives around 5000 
miles + per annum for work, the cost of running a car and the devaluation due to the higher than 
average mileage is still evident, and the cost of petrol is again starting to rise! I also do not think 
it is fair that experienced workers who have been on a pay freeze for some years, would be 
rewarded at appraisal similarly to new workers. 

69. I am really concerned about the change to contract as if the proposal are enforced we will all 
have new flexible contracts; I am also concerned that the pay and reward proposal subverts the 
professional supervision relationship between managers and workers in the care service; also 
the process of how targets are set, who measures them and who controls the data is frightening. 

70. 1. I support the principle of performance related pay, but I'm not satisfied that proposed 
arrangements will be equitably applied.  
 
2. I would be happy if pay rewards were linked to the performance of my directorate, but not 
the council as a whole. I work in children's services, so wouldn't have got a pay rise under 
proposed arrangements but it seems unfair if another high performing area of the council would 
be affected by poor performance in my own directorate. 
 
3. If the 'One Council' approach is applied, it MUST be applicable to elected Members pay and 
rewards, not just officers! I have requested a response to this point through the SCC consultation 
process but have not received one. 
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4. Although I currently get 'free parking' at County Hall, I have a later starting time due to 
disability so regularly find The Bittoms free parking is full. Current 'first come, first served' 
arrangements discriminate against people with disabilities and parents/carers - this is not 
acceptable.  

71. CUT IN SICK PAY IS GOING TO PENALISE THE MOST NEEDY EMPLOYEES AND WILL LEAD TO BAD 
FEELING/POOR RETENTION  

72. The library service have already removed car allowances and introduced flexible work bases with 
great lack of success causing a huge loss of staff as a result.  My entire team have left leaving 
only myself, my Sector Lead (who gets petrol and travel) and 6 new members of staff plus 4 
vacancies which cannot be filled.  No account was taken of my personal circumstances (elderly 
mother living with me) and the fact my annual income is significantly reduced as I travel all over 
Surrey without petrol, travel or car allowance.  There is serious discontent in the library service 
and the number of staff leaving proves the case.  This does not work. 

73. Changing the contracts to 7 day contracts would have a significant impact on the recruitment 
and progress of current staff who support services during "anti-social hours".  

74. I believe the idea that an individual’s pay progression may not be based on their own merits and 
performance ludicrous. There will no incentive for people to work hard and improve their skills.  
My opinion is that staff retention and recruitment will be severely affected should this proposal 
go ahead.  

75. The new offer does not reflect the huge recruitment crisis in certain positions such as children 
and mental health social work. I have never known such shortfalls in the number of AMHPs in 
Surrey and the difficulties in recruiting replacements for vacancies. 

76. I feel that the proposals are not really up for Consultation, it feels that the decisions have 
already been made. 

77. I have worked as an AMHP for 10 years and reached the top of the pay scale some years ago. I 
am unhappy that under the proposed arrangements, I will move to the bottom of the next pay 
scale and receive the same salary as a newly qualified AMHP, with no recognition of the 
knowledge and expertise I bring to my job.   

78. they were not transparent in consultation that pay models were linked to overall performance of 
surrey and have not yet defind what or how these would be determined 

79. I feel as strongly about the changes in sick pay and the way our current salaries have been 
transferred to the new system meaning less experienced staff have a huge pay award compared 
with experienced staff 

80. Sickness period ought to be enhanced not cut. If one is off ill due to a serious condition then 
they should not also have to worry about also going in debt after 6 months when they may be at 
their most vulnerable. 
Also if some dept in the council fails then as an individual one has no control hoe this is run so 
how can one get penalised by not getting a pay increment/ rise for something you have no 
control over. 

81. Although the Career Model rebands qualified staff to potentially a higher salary I do not feel it is 
fair reflection for us to be positioned at the bottom of the pay band in 'Developing' when I have 
substantial experience and am in a position where I am being encouraged by managers that I am 
ready to apply for the next grade position senior OT.  
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82. I feel that if an individual has exceeded expectations they should be rewarded, regardless of how 
the team performs overall or the LA. Some teams such as mine are constantly losing staff and 
find it difficult to recruit, therefore we struggle with the amount of work between the staff. 
Therefore will we ever achieve the expectations, as a team even though an individual might? 
There are no doubt a number of staff who do take an exceptional amount of time off sick with 
various minor ailments that I feel are not always genuine. However if a person is diagnosed with 
a serious illness such as cancer, they may need longer off from surgery and debilitating cancer 
treatment. I do feel it should be down to local management to look at each case on its own 
merits. 
Also if an employee loses a child, they may need to be off for sometime again depending on the 
circumstances, for a longer period with stress. What if their child were murdered for instance, 
would you expect them back after three days compassionate, and if they went sick with stress 
how would they be able to return after a set period of time? It needs to be sensibly assessed by 
their manager, they know who works hard and who takes advantage of the system.  

83. I would, like to know about the changes to the OOH payments. This is a payment to be available. 
Not on the volume of call outs. Reducing this to £50, I would want to come off it as I would not 
answer the calls. 

84. I object to the strategy behind this pay and reward as with what is being offered is mostly in 
place in terms of staff benefits.  The idea of a no profit organisation using a business strategy 
used by commercial companies using competitive marketing strategies for profit organisations. 
What is it that we are competing for as we are a no profit organisation. We are being set up to 
compete for our salaries and funding that can only cause more stress for front line workers. 
Working as a team is imperative for team wellbeing, this system introduces staff to compete 
against each other which does not promote team working.   

85. WSCC introduced similar reward voucher - I got one and refused to buy my £30 of Top shop 
clothing; I found it patronising and when we were penny pinching over care calls unacceptable. 
Having worked for a LA since 1983 and been rarely off sick I needed 6 months off having 
undergone major emergency brain surgery; I wanted to return to work but occ health 
procedures slowed this considerably - I would have been without pay. I never expected to be off 
sick for this amount of time and don't think people realise it is not up to the worker necessarily. 
These are the 2 issues I feel most strongly about.  

86. Poor consultation with presenters having no answers to questions. 
The title Pay and Reward does not alert staff to significant and unwarranted changes to sick pay, 
car parking, and working hours. Very complicated - staff will not understand all the issues. 
Quite depressing 

87. To have to pay in a staff car park that we share with others and only have 6 allocated bays are 
often not enough to cover the amount of staff in that day.  If this goes ahead it should be made 
so that the car park can be shared with the other office that is upstairs and is also a surrey 
county council department.  I.E removing the 6 allocated bays that we current have.  It is unfair 
that the council would have to achieve as a whole before a pay rise as when you are on the front 
line we are getting more and more jobs foisted upon us such as bus passes and job centres 
sending people to the library that cannot even use a computer to search out jobs online.  We do 
a lot of things for very little money. 

88. I would have answered a lot of these questions as "I don't know" as I am not affected or don't 
know enough about them :/ 

89. Because of the merger of Bucks Trading Standards service with Surrey - Surrey is now hosting 
the joint service and I am now employed by Surrey CC but still on Bucks Terms & Conditions. 
Surrey have made a ludicrous offer for Bucks staff to come over to Surrey T&C's. The Surrey 
proposals for Pay & Reward are far from an incentive to join Surrey conditions. 

90. I feel that this is totally unachievable and frankly demotivating  

91. Not at this time, but thank you for the in-depth information in layman's terms. 
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92. I will not work on a Sunday and I would not work on a Saturday or national holiday without 
financial incentives/rewards over and above normal pay 

93. There are no answers to key questions therefore I do not think the Council can legally call it a 
consultation. 
Loss in car parking will be a lot more costly for some people with some not being able to reach 
their place of work 

94. I am currently on the OT trainee scheme.  As I don't have access to lotus notes or S-net, the only 
way I have found out about the whole consultation is through Unison, this is not equitable.  I 
would appreciate it if reps could remind SCC of their duty to keep trainees informed. Thank you 

95. The two UNISON 'red lines' of sick pay being decreased and the One Team policy for pay are the 
two points I have issue with. I also think that the parking policy should be reviewed separately as 
it isn't really related to performance related pay.  

96. It is unfair, you are penalising the people who do the spade work. Why don't the COUNCILLORs 
get the same deal? Double standard treatment. 

97. In a time where we have faced repeated challenges over the 7 years that I have worked for 
Surrey. We have trouble filling vacancies as it is with a 2 tier staff contract system new and old, 
also an effective disincentive to progress. This is an extremely stressful job and whilst I have 
happily had little sickness to date. The job may cause me to have a long period of sickness and I 
feel the need for this protection for all staff. Effective pay cuts losing sleep-in allowances, etc.  

98. Whilst the Council's proposed changes are largely unfair, I would only take industrial action if ill-
thought out job losses were on the cards.  I would prefer Unison to negotiate the best outcome 
on our behalf. 

99. I am concerned that the introduction of market pay will not take into consideration the high cost 
of living and working in Surrey and that some jobs will be too specialised to find a proper 
equivalent elsewhere on which to compare it, and may suffer as a result.  

100. Our pay and workload should be EQUAL to those doing exactly the same role in other 
counties,  

101. We should all be on the career pay model 

102. I do not agree with the flexible working proposal at all. 

103. It is a big disincentive to not get a pay rise if the council has not performed despite personal 
performance. These proposals will not attract or retain staff but the opposite.  

104. what a pity you couldn’t select more than one option on the previous question 

105. Staff well-being is being thoroughly compromised due to excessive workloads staff are now 
so busy they don't have time to take lunch or comfort breaks. I was relocated nearly three years 
ago and my personal time is currently eroded in having to sort out problems just to get me there 
and back to work. I am often late frequently stressed and am now frequently unwell. Due to 
things outside of my control Surrey County Council have caused me unnecessary stress and my 
health is suffering. I feel hopeless about my situation and I am worried that my job is actually 
making me physically ill. I have being on sick leave since January returned in April. I have being 
back at work just over a week and a half and my heart rate and blood pressure is really high 
again I have raise the issues with my manager yet again but still find myself in this situation 

106. I do not like change for the sake of it and expect the council to honour the contract I have. 

107. There appears to be no recognition of the increased workloads and responsibilities faced by 
many Surrey employees as a result of the significant reduction in funding that has resulted in low 
morale, increased stress (and possible sickness) and significantly reduced promotion prospects 
and career opportunities.  To reduce the working benefits along with the increased workload 
seems guaranteed to reduce morale even further. 

108. I am very unhappy with the proposals about sick pay and the relocation grant.  I also feel 
that judging the council as a whole for our achievements is enormously unfair.  Individual team 
performance is a much better solution and makes us then responsible for having greater 
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performance achievements in a way that would be more inspiring.  I think if it was dependant on 
the entire council, people, myself included, would be less likely have the expectation that it is 
worth striving harder as you cannot work to affect teams that you are not involved in.  

109. I am very concerned that with all the protesting against what the council want to do that 
they will go ahead and implement everything. 

110. I will be seeking to leave Surrey as an Employee if these changes are implemented despite 
being employed by Surrey for the past years. I will not agree to the 7 day contract as this is not 
something I agreed to do when I started my role and would greatly impact my personal life. I am 
also very disappointed that the Council are seeking to phase out the Lump Sum mileage 
payment as I rely on this payment to be able to replace tyres and service my car after all the 
wear and tear caused by using it for work. I feel it is also an insult to its loyal employee's that 
they would consider "performance related pay" and choose not give a pay rise unless the whole 
council is preforming, I do not wish to work for a council like this. 

111. I found it really difficult to choose between many of the options on the last page and would 
be prepared to strike on almost all of the options.  

112. nothing much at from the pay and reward 

113. I found this survey quite difficult. Most of my answers would not have been a straight yes/no 
answer and therefore haven't answered those. I am at the top of my scale doing a job that was 
introduced during our restructure. The job is a grade lower than my previous job and so I was on 
protected pay, which has since lapsed. This job has far more responsibility than my previous job 
and actually affects the lives of families with children with complex needs. We all work above 
and beyond in our team for these families. With this proposal I understand that a: if other 
people in our sector do not achieve then we are not rewarded - demotivating! b: The letter I 
received showed that I would get very little being at the top of my scale and that it would be 
capped and that people who have worked for a shorter time for the council would progress 
faster - demotivating and no incentive to stay I have worked for county councils since 1994 until 
2007 and since then for Surrey. I worked towards my 5 years service for the extra weeks holiday 
and am proud of my length of service. If everything is given straight away what incentive is there 
to work hard and stay in the job? c: The council suggested in the pay and reward information 
session that the lump sum was no longer needed as the cost of running a car has gone down - 
what planet are they living on! Fuel did go down for a short time and is now rapidly increasing 
but servicing, maintenance and insurance has always gone up. I have to keep a decent car in 
good working order for my job on a grade 7. I need that lump sum!  d: Sick pay. This really 
concerns me. In my 21 1/2 years service I have had little sickness and most years - none, 
however last year I had a hysterectomy. I had 3 1/2 months off sick which probably should have 
been a little longer. Most people I know who have had time off have wanted to get back to work 
and I am lucky enough to have a very supportive manager who enabled me to do that however If 
people feel they are being forced back to work because they need the money this could have a 
detrimental effect on their health, their work and the council. 
As council workers there are no bonuses and very little reward - I understand because it is 
taxpayers money. The benefits we receive help us to have a job where we can make a difference 
and that we believe in. Don't take them away.  

114. In the last question before this one I wanted to fill in more than 1 option but I believe it also 
retained my last answer (lump sum). This is a concern but my biggest concern is "One team". 
However I can't seem to go back a page. 

115. In the last year I drove about 6000 miles, which decreased my car value, I drove children and 
adults in my car, moved them with their belongings from home to home - wear and tear inside 
my car. The annual lump sum that I will receive will not cover the loss I experience on my car 
every year, so phasing it out is a complete nonsense, I did not choose taking this job to provide a 
charity from my own expenses, council have no right to do that! 

116. I moved to a new role within the council last August and have not been subjected to 6 
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months probation and will have 7 years of service this December. According to the proposals, I 
will only be entitled to 1% pay rise because I haven't been in the role for 1 year. I don't feel this 
is fair.  I was almost pushed to bankruptcy due to lack of a proper pay rise and the cost of travel 
going up every year. I be came desperate for work closer to home, and took a role which pays 
less. I have gone from a S6 to a S5 pay grade and have lost over £2500 a year in pay, just so I 
could afford to get through each payday and now I am being told, provided the council meets it's 
target's, I'm only worth 1% in future. 
I am deeply concerned about the reduction in sick pay. I feel the council is abusing us staff and 
we're being made very vulnerable. The sick pay extension is subject to your manager's 
agreement and approval, this is wide open to abuse. 
The council have out right lied about the cost of running a car being cheaper, as someone who 
doesn't have a licence, it doesn't affect me but even I can see it's a lie. I don't understand why 
they have not been legally challenge over their supposed findings, which indicated this. A lot of 
staff are required to travel due to work, it should never be at their own expense. 

117. SCC service suffer due to continuous cutbacks, re-organisations which disrupt work flow. 
Most of all, parking situation is the most time wasting, costly set up and worse still, Surrey do 
make huge profits from parking charges. What is the purpose for creating this needless stress?  
Greed in the guise of economic cutbacks?   
These pay and reward proposals do not save money but seem to be made to create this stress. 
Agree that cutbacks have to be made but who sets the costs and why start at the bottom?  
Management is top heavy, workload is unevenly spread across the department and Ofsted will 
continue to fail us. Maybe, this is how privatisation sets in? 
Also employees seem to be fed up - SCC give the impression that younger staff can be moulded 
to accept these new proposals -  but in reality this will not and does not work.   

118. I clicked on the wrong button for the last question I wanted to say that I was against PRP in 
principle. I do not like that there was no option to go back and I do not like that there was no 
"Don't know" option. I just don't have a view on many of these questions. They do not affect me, 
but I would not want to give a view either way. I do not like PRP as it does not work. I have little 
faith that it will be introduced fairly as it is my view that the management structure and 
leadership is dysfunctional. I think this lack of confidence is widespread and reflected in the 
outcome of the staff survey. 

119. It seems highly biased towards saving money rather than appreciating the hard working staff 
and treating them fairly and equally. 

120. The Library Service has just (and is still undergoing) a full Review, as a consequence hard 
working and low paid staff have, in some cases, already taken a pay cut to carry out the same 
duties as they were performing before the Review (the Job Descriptions were merely expanded 
to increase responsibility at a lower pay grade job, so in essence staff who wished to continue 
doing the same job, had to take a lower paid role - as there were not sufficient roles at a higher 
grade - and have ended up doing the same job for less pay and with more responsibility. 
Consequently, asking these staff to sign YET ANOTHER NEW JOB CONTRACT WITH EVEN MORE 
DETRIMENT TO THEIR TERMS AND CONDITIONS, IS TO BE FRANK, A STEP TOO FAR! Surrey 
County Council has adopted a performance related pay model before and it was scrapped as it 
simply does not work outside of the private sector, there is no extra money to reward staff (as 
all depts are currently being asked to reduce costs) and any money spent on this needs to be 
accountable to the public.  

121. At our briefing we were advised that there would be a standard introduction of 7 day 
working applied to our contracts. I understand that if Iwas ( not  applicable to me ) a social 
worker I would need to assist clients get back home from hospital eg work on say a Sunday rota. 
Also I would be happy to work in an emergency on a Sunday .BUT in my current job I am not 
needed to be front line Sunday working. I am a committed Christian and similar to a committed 
Jew, Sikh or Muslim it would be a fundamental sadness and change to my life if I had to work on 
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a Sunday. Plus I undertake a lot of voluntary action in my community on this day. So if this goes 
ahead could Unison negotiate an exception for those from various faiths? IE still be able to opt 
out to work on Sundays, or equivalent. My faith is not legalistic - in my emergencies I can and 
have offered previously to come in. If I was in a job on emergency call out, then a rota would be 
fine. My question in my first job to work for the council was did I have to work Sundays - i was 
advised no. I then considered the options and joined the council. 
It is a privilege to be paid full time if sick for up to six months. Many small firms can’t manage it - 
eg one I knows only pays x3 days. So it is important that staff do not abuse it . 

122. It is positive that Surrey CC has recognised that social workers pay is not line with the market 
and other outer London local authorities or home counties. The cost of living is no less in Surrey 
than in SE London. However whilst I might get a £1000 pay rise, I lose the car lump sum and 
many other benefits. Also will I ever get any future pay rises or increments if pay progression this 
is tied to the performance of the council - unlikely! Overall I found their 76 page doc confusing 
and many reasons not to get a pay rise. Overall this pay and reward policy erodes pay and 
conditions for staff to save money I presume.  Perhaps I would be better off applying for job in 
Sutton – see post advertised today for Adult Social Worker. 
Qualified Social Worker – Adults. Salary: £31,368 to £38,376 (Grade 8) with earning potential to 
unconsolidated rate £40,218 based on performance. We offer the following:  
Hours 36 per week; Up to 32 days annual leave; Manageable caseloads; Support and continuing 
professional development; Approved Mental Health Practitioner (AMPH) payment of £1,500; 
Welcome Bonus of £1,000 upon commencement; Payment of annual HCPC registration. 

123. It feels very unfair and will just add to staff demoralisation... paving the road for 

privatisation... 

124. I think some of the questions should have had a 'don't know' category as I didn't have a 

particular opinion on some of the questions. I feel the phasing out of the lump sum mileage 

claim &amp; bringing in a minimum of 1,500 miles to claim the money is unfair on part time 

workers in the council like myself. This is indirect sex discrimination as the majority of part time 

workers are female who try and balance work with family life. This proposal would encourage 

bad driving behaviour in order to meet the 1,500 mile limit and also discriminate those that 

cannot be in the office full time.  

125. I like the idea of PPR but not when many experienced, part time, female staff are in my team 

and will not receive anything.  I believe this discriminates against those staff who have been here 

a good while, enjoy the job they do but often due to caring responsibilities are not looking to 

move on. I also believe the reward thinking is flawed as these staff are often the most capable to 

lead, guide and be more creative compared to those still learning the job but we are not going to 

reward them at all if the benchmark does not allow.  I believe the benchmarking data is flawed 

as it is comparing us with charity sector as well as LA, this sector often have other benefits, also 

comparing us with the Sussexs, Hampshire, Kents when Surrey cost of living is so high due to the 

proximity of London and Surrey contains many wealthy people and businesses is wrong, we 

should be compared to London which is on our doorstep. 

126. I consider this pay strategy to be discriminatory and inequitable. I am absolutely dismayed 

with the content relating to my proposed salary point. I am currently at the top of my pay scale 

and, according to this proposed pay strategy, I would be placed on the same point in the pay 

scale as my less experienced colleagues, including those who have recently completed ASYE (I 

am also an ASYE Assessor!) and currently on the lower points in the pay scale. My personal 
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situation would mean that I would be on the same place on the new grade as my colleague who 

has recently qualified and has one year's service.  Surely a more equitable arrangement would 

be to transfer from the current pay point in the existing Grade 8 to a point in the regraded social 

work Grade 9. Initially, I thought that this might perhaps be an anomaly. Placing a professional 

who is at the top of the existing pay grade to the bottom of the elevated pay grade would not 

achieve parity with pay grades for Children's Social Services other than with those commencing 

employment with Surrey nor would it encourage retention of experienced staff.  I cannot believe 

that Surrey CC, my employing authority,  would  intentionally be dismissive of loyalty, length of 

service, experience and appraisal outcome by offering such less favourable and inequitable pay 

reward to such staff; existing staff comparatively new to Surrey would receive a 20% salary 

increase whilst those with proven experience and loyalty would receive approximately 2.5%.  

Personally, this would be demoralising.  I hope that the Union will recognise and consider this 

inequality and unfairness 

127. I was most concerned about the move to seven day working week expectation and may have 

misunderstood the question about the flexible contracts that you mentioned and answered it 

unhelpfully as a result.  

128. I am concerned that integrated teams are not represented and have gathered team views 

from two teams, which I will feed back in the consultation. The feedback is that more 

clarification is needed in areas such as appraisals. I am glad that social workers pay will be 

increased to a higher increment, but  have similar views to some other long serving SCC 

employees. I am unhappy that experienced social workers will be receive a2.8% pay increase 

compared to new social workers who will receive around 25% pay increase. All social workers 

will be moved to the bottom of the next increment, regardless of where they were on that pay 

scale prior to the review. Many of us are pleased for our colleagues, but feel that it is inequitable 

and doesn't recognise experience or loyalty to SCC (particularly during the pay freezes over 

recent years). Thanks.  

129. Inequality in councils’  pay structure within social work. Mental health under new proposals 

will still pay below those levels in other service. The new levels are also considerably below the 

market rates for the south east. On my team they cannot recruit a new social worker due to the 

pay, they have now given up and taken the job out of the budget. The council is advertising SW 

jobs on line at higher pay than the maximum on grade 8. They are currently interviewing at 

£2500 more. Equal pay for equal work does not only apply to sexism in the workplace? 

130. The whole system appears focused around attracting new staff, opposed to retaining 

existing (hard working, dedicated) staff. PRP systems are best placed in corporations where 

profit making is a business model - thus ensuring pay can be actually raised. Local Authorities are 

not situated to 'make profit' and as such operating a PRP scheme is at odds with the business 

model. The lump sum is a huge sticking point - I am a required car user, and expected to use my 

home to work (flexibly, not designated home worker). SCC do not contribute to domestic bills, 

and removal of the lump sum is another penalty on my personal finances. 

131. The change to pay 7 day working a residential worker will not be paid for weekend working 

or bank hols this will affect the service and we will find it difficult to recruit. 
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Appendix C 

Job Roles of our survey respondents: 

Job Role 
 residential Team Manager 
Accountant 
Admin 
Admin Assistant 
Admin Assistant 
Admin assistant for several education teams 
Admin Assistant 
Admin Officer for Adoption Team 
Administration 
Administration Assistant 
administrative assistant 
Administrative Assistant 
Administrator 
Administrator 
Administrator  
Adult Social Care Financial Assessment &amp; Benefit Adviser 
Adults Social Worker 
Advice Support &amp; Information Officer 
Advice Support &amp; Information Officer Children's Services 
Advice, Support &amp; Information Officer 
Advisory Officer 
AMHP 
AMHP  
Senior Social Worker 
AMHP in Drug and Alcohol Team 
Approved Mental Health Professional 
Approved Mental Health Professional 
Approved Mental Health Professional 
Approved Mental Health Professional 
Approved Mental Health Professional 
Approved Mental Health Professional 
Approved Mental Health Professional  
Approved Mental Health Professional within a integrated Community Mental Health Team 
Archaeological Officer 
Area Education Welfare Manager  
Area Special Needs Manager 
Asset Strategy Project Manager - Surrey Highways 
Assistant Court Presentation Officer 
Assistant Curriculum Manager, Family Learning, Surrey Adult Learning 
Assistant Engineer 
Assistant Principle Social Worker 
Assistant Team manager 
Assistant Team Manager 
Assistant Team Manager 
Assistant Team Manager 
Assistant Team Manager 
Assistant Team Manager - Education Welfare 
Assistant Team Manager (Children's Residential Home) 
Assistant Team Manager (OT) 
Assistant Team Manager Applewood Short Breaks Home 
Assistant Team Manager, frontline Social Work team. 
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Assistant Youth Support Officer 
Assistant youth support officer 
Asst team manager (social worker)  
ATM 
ATM 
Borough Team Manager Surrey YSS 
Building Surveyor 
Business &amp; Finance Officer 
business support 
Business Support - S E Education, Consort House 
business support admin 
Business Support Assistant 
Business Support Assistant 
Business Support Co-ordinator 
Business Support Officer 
Business Support Officer 
Business Team Leader 
Business team leader 
Care assistant 
CARE ASSISTANT 
Care Support Worker - residential, learning disability 
Carer Practice Advisor 
Carer Practice Advisor  
Carer Practice Advisor in Adult Social Care 
Carer Practise Advisor (Assistant Social Worker) 
Carers practice advisor for mental health 
Caretaker 
Case Worker 
Caseworker 
childminding advisor 
Children's Centre Advisor 
Children's Occupational Therapist  
Children's social worker  
CIG Assistant 
Collections Development Archivist 
Commissioning project officer 
Commissioning Support Officer 
Commons Registration Officer 
Community Led Services Officer 
Community Partnership and Committee Officer 
Community Partnership and Committee Officer 
Community Safety 
Computer Engineer 
County Archivist 
Court Information Officer 
CSTM 
Customer liasion officer. Facilities team.  
Customer service liaison officer  
data privacy specialist 
district catering manager  
District catering support manager  
Duty Manager Libraries 
Duty Manager, Library Service 
Early Help partnership coordinator  
Early Language Advisor 
Early Support Co-ordinator 
Early Support Coordinator for SW Surrey 
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Early Support Coordinator, Early Years and Childcare Service 
Early Support Key Worker 
Early years improvement advisor 
Early years sector improvement advisor  
Education &amp; Youth Diversion Manager 
EIW 
Employee services specialist 
Enabling Independence Worker 
Enabling Independence Worker 
ENABLING INDEPENDNCE WORKER ADULT MENTAL HEALTH 
Engagement Coordinator 
Executive Assistant 
Facilities Manager 
family support worker 
Family Support Worker 
Finance Officer 
Fostering Team manager 
Free Early Education for Two Year olds Co-ordinator 
Graduate Transport Planner 
Heritage learning and communities officer 
Highway Maintenance Engineer 
highways inspection 
Highways Inspector 
Highways Safety Inspector 
highways safety inspector 
HLTA  
Home-based Childcare Advisor 
HR Manager 
Hub team leader 
I am a ASIO (Referral Officer) for Surrey Children's Services.  
I am a Community Connections Officer for the Surrey Library service 
I'm a Trading Standards Officer with the new merged Bucks and Surrey service based in Bucks 
IMT Cloud Compute - Technical Officer 
IMT engineer 
Independent Support Co-ordinator 
Information Analyst 
Information Assistant within the Financial Assessments and Benefits Team, Adult Social Care 
Information Officer 
Information officer  
Information technician 
IRO 
IT Cloud Compute Officer 
Key Worker in Early Support 
Landscape Architect 
Lead outdoor education worker 
Lead Solution Architect, IMT 
legal assistant 
Library Assistant 
Library assistant 
Library Assistant 
LIbrary Assistant 
Library assistant 
library assistant 
Library Duty Manager 
Library Liaison Assistant 
Library Liaison Assistant 
Library Liaison Assistant 
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Library manager 
Library Network Assistan 
library network assistant 
Library network assistant 
Library Network Assistant 
Library Network Assistant 
Library Stock Team Assistant 
Local Support Assistant 
Manager 
Manager 
Manager - Surrey EHE Team 
Manager in library service 
Mental Health Social Worker 
Mental Health Social Worker 
Mental health social worker 
mental health social worker 
Mental Health Social Worker 
Mental Health Social Worker 
Mental health social worker 
Mental health social worker 
Mental health Social worker  
Mental health social worker  
Mental Health Social Worker  
Middle management 
My Helpdesk HR Officer  
Network Coordinator 
Night care assistant 
North East Area Sector Development Manager -Early Years 
North West Area Lead SEND Post-16 Lead 
NW SEN Case Worker 
occupational therapist 
occupational therapist 
Occupational Therapist 
Occupational Therapist 
Occupational Therapist 
Occupational Therapist  
Occupational Therapist      
Operations Manager 
OT 
OT 
Outdoor education 
Outreach Family Information Service 
PA to Area Head 
payroll bureau senior specialist 
Payroll specialist  
Performance Officer 
Performance Officer 
Personal Assistant Secondment 
Placement officer 
Placement Officer 
Planner 
Planning and Development Control Technical Support Officer 
Planning Enforcement Officer 
Planning Technical Support Officer 
Playwork Advisor 
Practice Development Manager Adult Social care Directorate 
Principal Lawyer 
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Principal Planning Officer 
Principal Solicitor 
Principal Solicitor 
Professional development Advisor 
Professional development advisor 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager, Libraries 
Public Health Analyst 
Public Health Development Worker 
Qualified Social Worker 
Quality assurance officer children's service 
reablement 
Reablement assistance 
Reablement Assistance  
Reablement Assistant  
Reablement team leader 
Reablement Team Manager 
Recruitment and Retention Advisor 
Referral &amp; Information officer (Children) in the South West Area of Surrey 
Referral and Information Officer 
Regional Organiser 
Registrar, Births, Deaths and Marriages 
Regulatory Committee Manager 
Residential support worker 
residential support worker 
Residential support worker  
Residential Support worker for children with autism 
Residential Worker 
residential worker 
Resource Advisor 
Resource Manager 
Road Safety Engineer - produce schemes to reduce accidents on the roads of Surrey 
Rsw  
S8 
Safeguarding Adults Advisor - Mental Health (Substantive Post) 
Service Manager for CMHRS (Current Interim Role) 
Safeguarding advisor  
Safeguarding conference chair 
SAP Analyst 
SAP FICO &amp; Procurement Analyst 
Scrutiny Manager 
Scrutiny Officer, Democratic Services 
Searches Officer 
SEN Case worker 
SEND Case Worker 
SEND case worker 
SEND CASEWORKER  
SEND Post 16 Caseworker 
SEND Post-16 Caseworker 
Senior Admin Advisor 
Senior AMHP 
Senior Approved Mental Health Professional 
Senior approved mental health professional 
Senior approved mental health professional 
Senior Approved Mental Health Professional in Mental Health Services 
Senior Business Analyst (Customer and Performance) 
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Senior Business Support Officer 
Senior care officer 
Senior Children and Families Social Worker 
Senior Digital Services Officer  
senior digital services officer, libraries 
Senior Document Assistant 
Senior Education Welfare Officer 
Senior Family Support Officer 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior Family support Worker 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior family support worker 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior family support worker 
SENIOR FAMILY SUPPORT WORKER 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior Family Support Worker 
Senior Family Support Worker - Fostering Team East 
Senior Family Support Worker, Children's Services Intervention Team 
Senior Finance Assistant 
Senior Finance Officer 
Senior Fostering Support Worker 
Senior Health and Safety Advisor for Surrey Fire and Rescue Service 
Senior Heritage Assistant 
senior lawyer 
Senior Manager 
Senior Manager for MCA and DOLS 
Senior occupational therapist 
Senior Occupational Therapist 
Senior OD Consultant 
SENIOR PAYROLL SPECIALIST 
Senior Planning Officer 
Senior Practice Lead - Adult mental health 
Senior practice lead, East 
Senior practitioner children`s services 
Senior residential worker 
Senior Residential Worker 
Senior Service Support Assistant  (Business Support) 
Senior Social care Assistant 
Senior Social Care Assistant 
Senior Social Care Assistant 
Senior Social Care assistant 
Senior Social Care Assistant 
Senior Social Care Assistant 
Senior Social Care Assistant  
Senior Social Care Assistant  
Senior Social Care Assistant  
Senior Social care assistant. 
Senior Social Care assitant 
Senior Social Care Practitioner 
Senior social care worker 
Senior social worker 
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Senior Social Worker 
SENIOR SOCIAL WORKER 
Senior Social Worker 
Senior Social Worker 
Senior Social Worker 
Senior Social Worker 
Senior social worker 
Senior Social Worker 
Senior Social Worker 
Senior Social Worker 
Senior social worker 
Senior Social Worker  
Senior Social Worker  
Senior Social Worker - in prisons team 
Senior Social Worker/Approved mental health professional 
Senior Stock Development and Design Officer (aka Librarian!) 
Senior Supervising Social Worker 
Senior Team Administrator 
Senior Team Administrator 
Senior Team Administrator 
Senior team administrator 
Service Manager 
Service Manager 
Service Support Advisor -    S5 
Service Support Assistant 
Service support officer 
Service support officer 
SFSW 
Short Breaks Project Officer 
Social care assistant 
Social Care Assistant 
Social Care Assistant 
Social Care Assistant 
Social Care Assistant 
Social Care Assistant 
Social Care assistant 
Social Care Assistant 
Social care assistant 
Social Care Assistant 
Social Care Assistant 
social care assistant 
Social Care Assistant (ASC) 
Social Care Assistant (with Adult Social Care) 
Social Care Development Co-ordinator 
Social Care Practitioner  
social worker 
Social Worker 
Social worker 
Social worker 
Social worker 
Social Worker 
Social Worker 
Social Worker 
Social worker 
Social worker 
Social worker 
SOCIAL WORKER 
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Social Worker 
Social Worker 
Social worker 
Social worker 
Social Worker 
Social worker 
Social Worker 
Social Worker 
Social worker 
Social worker 
Social Worker 
Social Worker 
Social worker 
Social worker 
SOCIAL WORKER 
social worker 
social worker 
Social Worker  
Social worker  
Social Worker  
Social Worker - Child &amp; Families 
Social Worker and Approved Mental Health Professional 
Social Worker- Children's Services.  
Social Worler 
Solicitor 
Solicitor - Planning &amp; Highways 
Specialist Teaching Assistant  
Strategic planner 
Strategy and Policy Development Manager 
SUBSTANTIATIVE- ADULT SOCIAL WORKER, SECONDMENT- PROJECT OFFICER 
Supervising Social Worker 
Supervising Social Worker 
Supervising Social Worker 
Supervising Social Worker 
Supervising Social Worker 
Supervising Social Worker 
Supervisor 
Surrey Libraries Community Led Services Officer 
System Support Officer within Performance and System Development Team 
systems administrator 
Tam Manager 
Team administrator 
Team Administrator 
Team Adminstrator 
Team leader 
Team Leader reablement team.  Social Services 
Team Manager 
Team Manager 
Team Manager of a Children's Home 
Team Manager, Children's Services 
Team Officer 
Team Officer 
Technical Manager (Surrey Online SChool)  
Technical Support 
test 
Trading Standards Manager 
Trading Standards Officer 
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Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer 
Trading Standards Officer  
Traffic Officer, Local Bus Team 
Traffic Operations Surrey Highways  
Trainee Occupational Therapist 
Trainee Trading Standards Officer 
Transport Officer 
Transport Strategy Project Manager 
Traveller Education Support Worker 
Welfare benefits specialist  
Workforce Information Officer 
Youth Support Officer 
Youth support officer 
Youth Support Officer 
Youth Support Officer 
Youth support officer 
youth support officer 
Youth Support Officer 
youth support officer 
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Appendix D 

Locations/Teams of our survey respondents: 

Workplace 
 Surrey Children's Services 
Children's Services SW, St Francis Centre 
Addlestone Youth Centre 
Adult Social Care 
Adult social care 
Adult Social Care - Mole Valley Locality Team 
adult social care Tandridge 
Adult Social Care Team - Waverley - Godalming Council Offices  
Adult social care team East Surrey Hospital 
Adult social care team, Mole Valley - Pippbrook, Dorking 
Alternative Learning Programme - Surrey County Council 
AMHP Service 
Applewood Short Breaks Home 
Area office is quadrant court but I cover an area of 36 schools  
Arundel Hose - ASC  Service delivery 
Arundel House 
Arundel House / Banstead 
ASC Mental Health 
Aylesbury County Hall 
Based in SFRS HQ but travel extensively throughout Surrey and the South East region 
Bookham Library 
Brickfield Centre 
Bridgewell House - Woking CMHRS 
Bridgewell House Woking CMHRS 
Buckinghamshire &amp; Surrey trading Standards 
Bucks &amp; Surrey Trading Standards, Aylesbury. 
Bucks and Surrey Trading Standards 
Burbank community home 
Business Services 
Business Services, Finance Room G48 
Camberley Adult Learning Centre 
Camberley Adult Learning Centre 
cheyne walk 
Child protection team  
Consort house 
Children &amp; families team, Consort house 
Children with Disabilities Team - Consort House 
Children with disabilities team , Consort house , Redhill 
Children with Disabilities Team West at Quadrant Court Woking 
Children with disabilities team West, Quadrant Court, Woking  
Children with Disabilities Team West, Surrey County Council 
Civic centre,  Esher  
Cobham LIbrary 
Community Forensic Mental Health Team 
Community Mental Health Recovery Service Woking 
Consort 
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Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
consort house 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort house 
Consort house 
Consort house 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
Consort House 
CONSORT HOUSE  
Consort House  
Consort House  
Consort House (but I work from home mostly) 
Consort House Redhill 
Consort House Redhill 
CONSORT HOUSE, REDHILL 
Consort House, Redhill 
CONSORT HOUSE, REDHILL 
Consort House, Redhill 
Consort House, Redhill, Surrey 
Consort House, Redhill. 
Consort House, Redhill.  
Consort House/Quadrant Court 
Contact Centre County Hall Surrey CC 
Contact Centre SCC 
Contact centre, county hall 
County hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
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county hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall 
County Hall  
County hall - but county wide role with expectation to travel across the South East  
County hall kingston 
County Hall Kingston 
County Hall Kingston upon Thames 
County Hall Kingston upon Thames KT1 2DY 
County Hall, Aylesbury 
County Hall, Kingston 
County Hall, Kingston 
County Hall, Kingston 
County Hall, Kingston upon Thames 
County Hall, Kingston upon Thames 
County Offices Walton Street Aylesbury 
County Wide 
Countywide  
Countywide  
Cultural, Legal and Democratic Services 
Digital Services Surrey libraries  
DOLS Team 
DOLS team 
DOLS Team, Quadrant Court , Woking 
Dorking Social Care Team 
Drill Hall, Dorking 
E 
Early Years and Childcare Service Fairmount House Leatherhead 
Early Years and Childcare Service 
Children, Schools and Families Directorate 
Surrey County Council 
East 1 Bookham, Dorking, Horsley and Leatherhead Libraries 
East Surrey Hosp 
EDT 
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EIIP Team 
Elmbridge CMHRS 
Elmbridge CMHRS 
Elmbridge Community Mental Health Recovery Service 
Elmbridge Locality Team 
Elmbridge Locality Team 
Emergency duty team 
Emergency Duty Team 
Epsom Ashtead Banstead and Ewell Libraries  
Epsom CMHRS, Farmside 
Epsom General Hospital  
Epsom library 
Ewell Library 
Faircroft Children's Home - Surrey County Council 
Fairmount 
Fairmount / home 
Fairmount House 
fairmount house 
Fairmount house 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount house 
Fairmount HOuse 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount house 
Fairmount house 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount House 
Fairmount house  
Fairmount House - although I am an essential car user and am rarely there - home, visiitng, working from 
home, in the car, in children's centres.... 
Fairmount House Early Years 
Fairmount House, Leatherhead 
Fairmount House, Surrey County Council.  
Fairmount House, 
Leatherhead 
Farmside Westpark 
Farmside, Epsom/Wingfield, Redhill. 
Farmside, Westpark 
FARNHAM HOSPITAL GUILDFORD 
Farnham Library 
Farnham Road Hospital 
Fire and Rescue HQ 
Focus Youth Centre 
Focus Youth Centre 
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Fostering Team East 
Fostering Team East 
Fostering Team East, Consort House Redhill 
Fostering Team East, Consort House, 3-5 Queensway, Redhill  
Frimley Green Youth Centre 
Godalming Library 
Godalming Library 
Godstone Depot  
godstone highways depot 
Godstone Highways Depot 
Guildford adult social care team 
Guildford cmhrs 
Guildford Cmhrs 
Guildford CMHRS, Farnham Road Hospital, Guildford 
Guildford Community Mental Health Recovery Service  
Guildford Library 
Guildford library 
Guildford Locality 
Guildford Locality Team 
High Ashurst 
highways depot godstone 
Hillside 
Holland Close 
Hope Services, Guildford 
Joseph Palmer Centre 
Karibu 
Karibu 
Karibu childrens home 
Knaphill Library 
Knaphill library  
Lake House 
Leatherhead Register Office 
Libertas Childrens home 
Mallow Crescent 
Mallow crescent  
Merrow complex 
Merrow Depot 
Merrow Depot 
Merrow Depot 
Merrow Depot 
Merrow Depot 
Mole Valley 
Mole Valley Adult Social Care Team 
Mole Valley Adult Social Services 
Mole Valley cmhrs  
Mole Valley Locality team - adult social care 
Mole Valley Locality Team/Surrey County Council 
multiple 
My base is HMP Highdown, Sutton - team base is the Ridgewood Centre, Fromley 
My home (permanent homeworker) 
N/A  
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NERAIS, Fairmount House, Leatherhead . KT22 7AH 
NIMIC Leatherhead  
NW Assessment Hub, Children's Service 
Officialy County Hall, actualy work at Consort House 
Older Adults Mental Health Services - county wide 
Orbis 
PARK HALL RESIDENTIAL HOME 
Passenger Transport 
PAYROLL 
Pippbrook 
Pippbrook 
Pippebrook 
quadrant court 
Quadrant court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant court  
Quadrant court but I work from home 
Quadrant Court Woking 
Quadrant Court Woking 
Quadrant Court Woking   
Quadrant Court Woking Surrey 
Quadrant Court 
Quadrant Court, ASC Commissioning Support Unit 
Quadrant Court, Woking 
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Quadrant Court, Woking 
Quadrant Court, Woking 
Quadrant Court, Woking 
Quadrant Court, Woking 
Reablement East Team  
Redhill 
Redhill Library 
Reigate and Banstead Reablement  
Reigate CMHRS 
Reigate CMHRS 
Reigate Town Hall 
Reigate Town Hall  
Runnymede Borough Council Offices, Addlestone 
Runnymede Youth Support Service 
RUTH HOUSE 
Ruth house  
SAP Competency Team 
SCC 
SCC 
SCC Quadrant Court 
SCC, Early Years and Childcare Service, Fairmount House 
Sheerwater Youth Centre 
South West Assessment Hub 
South West Children's Services 
Spelthorne and Woking Community mental health recovery service 
Spelthorne Locality Team 
Spelthorne Locality Team 
St Francis Centre 
St Francis Centre 
St Francis Centre 
St Francis Centre 
St Francis Centre 
St francis centre 
St Francis Centre 
St Francis centre  
St Francis centre guildford 
St Francis centre 
SW Children's services 
St Peters Hospital 
St. Francis Centre 
Stock Supply,  Drill Hall, Dorking  
SUBSTANTIATIVE- QUADRANT COURT/ PROJECT OFFICER- COUNTY HALL 
Sunbury Library 
Surrey Adoption Service 
Surrey and Borders 
Surrey CC fostering Dept 
Surrey Children' Services 
Surrey Children's Services 
surrey council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey county council 
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Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey county council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey county council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
surrey county council 
Surrey county council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey county council 
SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey county council  
Surrey County Council - Children With Disabilities Team East 
Surrey County Council - Consort House 
Surrey County Council  Mental Health Resource Team 
Surrey County Council - Quadrant Court 
Surrey county council- Fairmount House 
Surrey County Council Youth Support Service 
Surrey County Council 
Surrey County Council, Adult Social Care, Elmbridge Locality Team 
Surrey County Council, Consort House 
Surrey County Council, Consort House 
Surrey County Council, Consort House 
Surrey County Council, Consort House 
Surrey County Council, Consort House  
Surrey County Council, Consort House, Redhill 
Surrey County Council, Fairmount House  
Surrey County Council, Quadrant Court 
Surrey County Hall 
Surrey Early Years &amp; Childcare Service 
Surrey Emergency Duty Team 
Surrey Fire &amp; Rescue Service 
Surrey Fire &amp; Rescue Service 
Surrey fire headquarters 
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surrey heath 
Surrey Heath - Reablement Team  
Surrey Heath CMHRS 
Surrey Heath Locality Team 
Surrey Heath Locality Team 
Surrey Heath Locality Team 
Surrey Heath Locality Team 
Surrey Heath Locality Team 
Surrey Heath Locality Team  
Surrey Heath Locality Team  
Surrey Heath Locality Team - Adult Social Care 
Surrey Heath Locality Team Adult Services. 
Surrey History Centre 
Surrey history centre 
Surrey History Centre 
Surrey History Centre 
Surrey History Centre, Woking 
Surrey Integrated care team 
Surrey Libraries 
Surrey Libraries 
Surrey Libraries 
Surrey Libraries 
Surrey Library Supply Agency 
Surrey Outdoor Learning &amp; Development 
surrey outdoor learning and development 
Surrey Reablement, Guildford 
Surrey Youth Support Service, based Addlestone Youth CEntre 
Tandridge Council Offices Oxted 
Tandridge District Council Offices 
Tandridge Locality Team 
TANDRIDGE LOCALITY TEAM 
Tandridge locality team, Oxted 
Tandridge social care team 
Team Manager 
Trading Standards 
UNISON 
Waverley CMHRS 
Waverley Community Mental Health Recovery Service 
Waverley locality Team 
Waverley Locality Team 
Waverley Locality Team  
Waverley Locality Team Adult Social Care 
Waverley Social Care Team 
West 1 Cluster 
west byfleet library 
West Surrey AMHP Service 
West Surrey AMHP Service - The Redwood Centre, Farnham Road Hospital 
West surrey duty AMHP service 
West Surrey Duty AMHP Team 
Weybrdige Library 
Weybridge Library, 2nd Floor Offices, Church Street, Weybridge, KT13 8DE 
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Wingfield Resource Centre, Redhill 
Woking as Surrey heath 
Woking Borough Council Civic Offices 
Woking Borough Council Offices (for Surrey County Council) 
Woking CMHRS 
Woking CMHRS 
Woking CMHRS (Community Mental Health Recovery Service) 
woking Library 
Woking Library 
Woking Locality Team 
woking locality team 
Woking Locality Team 
Woking locality team  
Woodlands House 
Yes 
Youth Support Service 
Youth Support Service 
Youth Support Service, Quadrant Court 
Yss 
YSS 
YSS offices godalming 
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Appendix E 

Other FEEDBACK received by UNISON regarding the Pay and Reward consultations 

Surrey Children’s Homes 
Our Children's Homes look after some of our most vulnerable Looked After Children and provide a 
high standard of care. The Residential staff who are there working 24/7 are among our lower paid 
workers in Surrey despite the complex nature of their work and are paid on S6 and S7.  
 
Several years ago 7 day working was introduced and unlike many workers who have various 
enhancements they work a 24/7 rota with minimal recognition, however they work unsocial hours, 
and every other weekend. The financial reward for this is minimal at approx £63 per month 
(Weekend Working Allowance)  with Double time on a bank holiday , when very few people want to 
work and most of us are not required to. 
 
I would therefore strongly request that, given the minimal level of current enhancements these 
workers receive and the nature of their critical work with our most vulnerable children that the 
Weekend Working Allowance for S6s and S7s be maintained along with Bank Holiday Double pay. 
This rewards lower paid workers appropriately although it could be argued that even the current 
arrangements do not in themselves adequately reflect payment for such unsocial hours.  
 
The other concern that I have is the dual system that  this will create, if introduced, with new 
workers being on different terms and conditions  e.g. on Christmas Day 1 worker being paid plain 
time and 1 being paid double time. This will potentially create tensions around tasks within the 
team. In addition this will cause real problems with recruitment as staff will not be attracted to a 
role without some minimal enhancements. If we cannot reward staff this potentially will affect 
recruitment. This is already a huge challenge as we will have to restrict occupancy as we will not be 
able to fill rotas and this will impact on the number of children we may have to place in out of area 
placements, i.e. if our Children's Homes are not acting to capacity. This potentially also would affect 
the need to employ Agency staff if personnel cannot be recruited. This also creates instability for 
young people as young people thrive to a much greater extent with staff they are familiar, this is 
good quality child care. Currently our Children’s Homes are rated at Good or above with OFSTED, 
we need to ensure that we don't take significant risks as detailed above to de-stabilise the homes 
and the quality of care offered. 
 
If all Bank Holidays cannot be paid I would recommend that at least New Years Day , Good Friday 
Aug Bank Hol and Christmas Day and Boxing Day are paid Double time. 
 
The other challenge with these enhancements being withdrawn lies within the new Children's 
Homes Regulations where we are responsible for good Succession planning within our homes and 
also ensuring promotion via continuity, and the development of staff. We have worked so hard in 
Surrey with both training and developing staff over the last 3-5 years , however now applying for 
promotion would be  counter intuitive as enhancements would be lost with new contracts this runs 
a high risk of mitigating  against  the development of cohesive teams looking after vulnerable 
children.. 
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Legal Services 
 
1.    There are issues with performance related pay but for those colleagues who are not at the top 
of their grade it is good to note that there will be pay progression up the scales. 
 
2.    I am not at all clear how it will be decided if the council "fails".  If one part of the service say a 
school fails an Ofsted inspection what could anyone do to help in any other service?  Why should 
any staff whose fault it is not have no reward?  There has been a great deal of discussion on this 
issue and so far as I can see this has not been clarified. 
 
3.    The reduction of the sickness benefit is hardly any reward.  To say that it improves the 
wellbeing of staff by helping them to return to work in the soonest possible time I do not believe. 
 Colleagues who are on extended sick leave will have had to obtain a doctors certificate and in my 
own experience and as a union representative people want to come back to work as soon as they 
can, sometimes before they might even be well enough to tackle their jobs.  This can lead to other 
problems.  
 
I understand there is a problem with colleagues perhaps taking short periods of sick leave and not 
being sick, this is a management problem and should be addressed by managers.  Reducing the 
period of pay from 6 months full to 3 months full and then 6 months half down to 3 months at half 
is callous.  
 
4.    Reviewing parking arrangements.  If any charge or parking is taken away would be quite a blow 
so far as I am concerned.  I work in county hall and live in surrey on the west Sussex border and use 
my car to get to work.  My journey time wise would probably increase if I had to use public 
transport by 2 - 3 hours per day and the additional cost on top.   
 
Some of my immediate colleagues who live in London also use their car because it is much cheaper 
to do so then use London transport.  Any charge or not providing a car parking space is again hardly 
another reward. 
 
5.    Relocation grant reduction probably would not be a problem where I live but would be an issue 
for I suspect a number of colleagues who say work in county hall and live in the area.  I know that 
often when services move this grant is a "sweetener” and again hardly any reward. 
 
6.    I know in theory no one is "entitled" to a cost of living increase but some increase is expected. 
 Doing away with this altogether does not seem right or fair.   I am aware a number of colleagues at 
the top of their grades are not getting any increase (if there is one this year) and are not likely to for 
a number of years.  How do you think they feel? 
 
I understand social workers will be getting an up grading but in my service and colleagues in other 
departments where retaining and recruiting is a huge problem the package will not change the 
problem and any reduction in benefits will not encourage people to join surrey.   If I was 25 years 
younger I would not be staying. 
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Highways and Planning 
 
General Feedback 

 Lack of information and answers  
 What constitutes a successful Council? What is the benchmark?  
 Idea of collective responsibility is controversial   - why should employees who have done 

nothing wrong be sanctioned? Also if employees are working in reduced and stressful 
circumstances how high standards can be assured? 

- this gives no incentive for employees to perform well or to stay at the Council  
 Incentives/Rewards - what are these when looking at measuring against the Council?  
 If the Council fails as a whole who will be held accountable? - Why not Directors??  
 We recognise the pay progression is good as it appreciates the inequalities between the top 

and the bottom of the grade  
 It’s not right that Pay grades S9, S10, S13 and S14 be capped as the market research is based 

on the South East and not London which is where County Hall is actually based.  
 Where will the budget be coming from for the reward vouchers?  

 
Proposals for sick pay reduction  

 The proposals for sick pay reduction are not part of this process - it is unreasonable and 
unnecessary. This penalises the most vulnerable people, those through no fault of their own 
suffering a long term illness, it may force people to come back to work too soon, making 
their illness worse and creating poor performance.  Any abuse of the current sickness policy 
should be a matter for managers to deal with instead of bringing in unnecessary and unfair 
changes. 

 
Proposals for reducing parking  

 Taking away parking or charging non-essential car users to park at County Hall will not help 
to retain staff.  

 Recently there has been a major push on encouraging people to sign up to the car lease 
scheme which seems wasted if the parking proposals come into effect.  

 Some members of staff may not be able to get into work using public transport  
 Some members of staff may find that their cost of travel increases significantly as rail fares 

are high and fuel costs have come down  
 Also non-essential car users use their car for Council Business but the new proposals do not 

recognise this  
 We recognise there are parking issues in other offices in Surrey and these should be 

addressed and resolved but the resolution is not taking away parking from those based at 
County Hall 

 
Proposals for Flexible Contracts - Mobility Clause  

 Flexible contracts - changing the wording in the mobility clause is a massive disincentive for 
those living in London, within our own team that would be 2/3 of the team.  

 
Proposals for change to on-call allowance and evening/weekend working  

 Taking away on call allowance if you are not actually called or taking away overtime pay 
rates for those working evening and weekends is unfair given that staff must be available - 
this affects their free time. This will make it difficult to retain staff. 
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Overall the consensus within our team is that is does not feel like a consultation - if answers cannot 
be given to questions then how can it legally be a consultation? Also how are the responses to be 
assessed and reported on? Will staff see all the responses and the Council's replies? 
 
Car Lump Sum 
1500 miles to claim, not pro rata, I do feel this is discrimination against all of those workers who for 
many reasons have to work part time. 

SCC Dormers 
Dormers is part of the closure programme currently underway by SCC, looking at the new pay 
structure under review, I am at risk of redundancy and if i transfer within SCC after 1st of July 16', 
even at the same pay grade I would be expected to take an almost £4000 drop in pay due to the 
removal of enhancements that I am currently paid. I have worked for SCC for over 13 years and 
have no choice but to seek other employment within SCC or accept redundancy and seek 
employment outside SCC. This is totally unacceptable surely?? 

Mental Health Team 
Sick Pay  
 
Other local authorities still pay six months full pay.  Is this fair.  The P & R referred to parity of pay 
rates with other bordering local authorities, market rates etc  but the proposed sick benefit isn't on 
a par. 

Performance and System devleopment 
Are there some typos in the document, in paragraph 131 which discusses price-inflation indices CPI 
and RPI, and which says: 

"Inflation measures indicate that cost of living increases are low, e.g. the Consumer Price 
Index for January 2016 is 0.03 percent and the Retail Price Index is 0.96 per cent" 

 
whereas (from what I can see) CPI for Jan 2016 and Feb 2016 has been 0.3% (not 0.03%); see 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/timeseries/d7g7 and 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/consumerpriceinflation/feb2
016 and RPI for Jan 2016 and Feb 2016 has been 1.3% (not 0.96%); see 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/timeseries/czbh and 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/consumerpriceinflation/feb2
016#retail-prices-index-rpi-and-rpij (section 5) 
 
See also Hants website which summarises these government statistics on price-index data, at 
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/finance/retailpricesindexandconsumerpriceindex.htm 
 

Reablement 
My issue is that with the new pay and reward proposals, the promised pay rise which would have 
been dealt with this year is not really going to be addressed.   The letters they have sent out with 
new pay scales have been done so it looks like better pay as the range has increased.   But actually 
we would only get a 2% pay rise and it would seem no realistic chance to move up the scale.   I am 
at present top on my pay scale but would not be on the new scale.................a pay progression that 
you can never achieve unless the whole of the council moves forward. Pay and Reward proposals 
also appear to say that we will be paid according to market value (but only non-profit markets) 
which suggest that the pay scales are subject to change? So in actual fact all we are being offered is 
2% 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/timeseries/d7g7
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/consumerpriceinflation/feb2016
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/consumerpriceinflation/feb2016
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/timeseries/czbh
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/consumerpriceinflation/feb2016#retail-prices-index-rpi-and-rpij
https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/consumerpriceinflation/feb2016#retail-prices-index-rpi-and-rpij
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/finance/retailpricesindexandconsumerpriceindex.htm
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Childrens Services 
1.  Existing staff seem to be 'sacrificed' in favour of new staff or staff with under 2 years service. 
 Although minimum and maximum points have increased for some grades those existing staff who 
have been held back over the last few years are not moving up proportionately.  There is nothing to 
retain staff.  My team have pay rises between 1% and 7% which is causing some concerns within 
the team. 
 
2.  They say staff will take 5 years to get from bottom to top, for existing staff this can take up to 10 
years. 
 
3.  If new staff with experience can come in at the established zone this is unfair on existing staff 
with perhaps as much experience but still stuck in the developing zone. 
 
4.  They say that new staff in probation only get 1% but they have also applied this to existing staff 
who have moved jobs within the council which seems very unfair as they would not have been 
aware at the time of their move that they would be penalised. 
 
5.  The timescales are very short.  Some managers have over 20 appraisals to conduct, write up, 
moderate and on the system by May 31st.  This is a real pressure particularly if holiday booked in 
this period.  Also can managers give their staff sufficient time? 
 
6.  What happens about bank staff.  Sometimes they only work a few weeks per year and there 
could be many in a particular team.  It is not realistic to do appraisals for all of them, and this has 
not been required in the past.  This could result in bank staff being laid off. 
 
7.  If exceeds expectations is meant to equal exceptional, the 5% quota is not going to work as 
many more were scored as such previously.  Surely exceptional should equal the old outstanding if 
the 5% stays. 
 
8.  Feel very strongly against new sick pay proposals which I know Unison is fighting.  Again new 
staff benefiting at the expense of existing staff.  Financial worries could be an added stress for 
seriously ill staff. 
 
9. It is wrong that the employee, manager and up the line management will not get a pay rise if 
appraisal not done on time as there could be good reasons e.g. Sickness but also overload. 
 

Environment and Infrastructure 
The first thing that I have to say is.... where is the ‘reward’ part of the deal?  You will be changing 
every part of my contract,  which I signed only 4 years ago, to give me a worse contract with the 
most unfavourable terms I have ever worked under, and that includes in private sector.  Then you 
change the 'pay; part of the process so I will be unlikely to get a pay rise. You will turn this it in to a 
political process completely beyond myself or my team to influence,  and making a mockery of the 
appraisal process.  I will no longer have any influence over my pay as my performance will be 
completely irrelevant.  This is dressed up as fairness?   
 
This consultation exercise so far has been a shambles.  Given the length of time that you have 
supposedly been developing this pay and reward package over the last 12 months, why can you not 
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answer most of the questions put to you about how it is going to work. . It seems unbelievable to 
me that you are consulting on a pay model that is fundamentally reliant on the overall performance 
of the council when you do not seem to have a clue how the performance of the council is going to 
be measured. How can we have any certainty to agree to something we do know the shape of?   
This is either it is a cynical guise to hid a package that is favourable to the council and not staff by 
pretending not to know,  or if you actually do not know how it is to work then that is a stupendous 
level of incompetence. Either way I have zero confidence in such a team running this authority 
successfully. I have no confidence looking forward that this so called pay and reward package will 
deliver any pay or reward beyond this year, as there appears to be no likelihood to receive any 
reward if you have no idea how the performance is to be measured.  
 
In every session that either myself or members of my team have attended, not one answer about 
how this is all going to work has actually been answered. Furthermore all those questions you have 
supposedly 'taken back'.  When are you going to answer them?   
 
More specifically:  
Car User Lump sum 
You make the statement in paragraph 100 that more generally the costs of motoring are falling. On 
what have you based that assumption.  The cost of car tax is rising, the cost of car insurance is 
rising, the cost of car breakdown cover is rising, the cost of maintenance and servicing is rising, and 
the value of my car is depreciating.  On the AA website the cost of motoring is calculated per mile 
over time, and in the last 10 years the cost of motoring has risen by 10 per mile which for the 
average car and for 1000 extra business miles means an increase of £100 per year increase on 
business mileage.     The 0.05 increase to come in to line with the HMRC mileage rate does not 
cover the cost of this increase, not does it cover the depreciation of my car due to age and 
increased mileage.     
 
In my contract as an essential user I have to make a car available for work. I do not need a car for 
my own mileage as I live in a city and do not need a car. It is extremely insulting to suggest that you 
are wasting public money by paying for the costs of my car when you insist in my contract that I 
have one available.  I also have to insure it for business use which doubles my insurance premium. I 
pay out for a car specifically for SCC business that apparently SCC think is a waste of public money.   
If you insist that I have to have a car then you have to contribute a reasonable sum to pay for it.  
If you don't want to pay the lump sum, then provide a reasonable alternative, such as a large 
number of pool cars that is available at a moment’s notice. Not a limited range of Zip cars which 
you have to book at least a week in advance, or worse still,  Co-wheels who due to bad 
management of cars left me in the lurch with no car,  so I could not get to a meeting.     
Or keep 0.45p for non-essential users, look at a reduction in the mileage rate for essential users and 
keep a reasonable lump sum which increases with inflation.  Both this and the pool car option are 
models of car use used by other councils.   
 
A mileage threshold of 1500m per annum is completely unreasonable. Only the highest car users 
such as enforcement officers who are out every day get anywhere near this amount of annual 
mileage. But the base cost for having a car is the same for all of us.   If you use your car for business 
once or twice a week you will never get to this level of mileage but you still need to pay your car tax 
and insurance. That is not mileage dependant!      
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One team performance  
This makes a nonsense of appraisals and career progression. You can have been doing your job 
acceptably for years and if the council fails you will get nowhere.  You cannot progress you career 
even if you get a good appraisal as there are no spinal points on the scale to progress up. You 
should be able to progress up a scale even if it is not pay related. you may not get pay rise that year 
if performance overall is bad, but your are still progressing so  that when the council do perform 
well you do get the reward relevant to your progression and experience. Otherwise you could be 
bumping along the bottom for years despite your own good performance and experience. You as an 
individual have no influence on how the rest of the council perform, in such a large and complex 
organisation.  
 
Senior management are responsible for the performance of the whole council. If the performance 
is so poor, then it is their salary that should be embargoed if we do not perform as a whole not 
those who are still doing a good job.  
    
Job families  
The job families for technical staff is a nonsense. I spent 15 years training to do my job as an 
environmental specialist, and I am put in the same job family as highway engineers, planners, 
trading standards officer, asbestos officers, archaeologists who have also spent the same amount of 
time or more training for their job. To suggest that I can just switch jobs in my grade is naive and 
nonsense.  It is smoke and mirrors approach to suggest I can have career progression in my grade 
when in fact that is impossible.   
 
Market rate 
80 % of my profession work in the private sector.  The market rate is not set by local authority and 
so to get the correct market rate you will need to compare to private sector.    
 
Fairness and values of a caring organisation  
Cuts to sick pay penalising the most unfortunate, no supplements for working unsociable hours, 
work anywhere and anytime contracts without recourse to appeal and arbitration. Hardly the sign 
of a caring organisation.  I would not wish to recommend anybody else in my profession working 
for it.  Not going the right way to attract and retain staff.... 

Mental Health 
1. One Team: It appears that pay progression will be linked to individual performance as assessed in 
the appraisal as well as performance of Surrey CC as a whole. It is very unclear to us how the 
performance of SCC as a whole can be measured and we all feel that this connection of individual 
and SCC’s performance will be counterproductive, because the individual will feel disconnected and 
powerless if their pay progression is linked to a performance they have very little to do with. It is 
also unclear how the performance of SCC as a whole will be measured, and the concern is that the 
goals may be set in a way that prevents any pay progression. We strongly disagree with this 
proposal  

 
2. Sick pay: The change from 6-6 to 3-3 (months paid full – paid half salary when off sick) seems to 
target a relatively small group of people who already find themselves in a difficult life situation and 
will then be punished by their employer for being seriously ill. We strongly disagree with this 
proposed change that only targets the most vulnerable colleagues.  
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3. SW pay grades: We welcome the long overdue harmonisation of Adult and Children’s SW pay. 
We are very concerned about the funding for this change though and would strongly disagree if 
posts or services would have to be cut to achieve this.  

 
4. SW pay grades: It appears that all colleagues will be moved to the bottom pay of the new pay 
grades, which would not reflect experience and length of service. We disagree with this approach 
as it is unfair and is contrary to the idea of rewarding and valuing staff. 
 
5. 24/7 working, loss of extra pay for working unsociable hours: This is a very significant change 
that will negatively impact on the workforce: it threatens health, private and family life, we are 
concerned that we will be forced to work in patterns and shifts that we do not wish to work in. 
“Flexible” contracts will be a major deterrent for anyone to want to work for Surrey, adding to our 
already significant difficulties to recruit new staff. It will deter existing staff from progressing their 
career within SCC if a promotion automatically means that they are forced to accept a new contract 
under these conditions. It is unclear whether “flexible working” will be automatically included in 
our existing contracts, against our wishes. There is also a risk of SCC being unable to attract bank 
staff to help covering Surrey’s duties to provide essential ooh services. We strongly oppose the 
proposed change to “flexible working”.  

 
6. Car lump sum: Contrary to the presentation about the P&R strategy, we perceive the cost of 
having and using a car to be increasing, and many of us use their car mainly for work purposes, 
some would not have a car if they would not be required to use it for work. Using the car for work 
results in significant wear and tear, also in increased insurance cost.  We strongly disagree with the 
proposal to discontinue paying the car lump sum.  

Environment and Infrastructure 
If car parking charges are introduced at county hall/the Bittoms, they should not apply to any staff 
(including non-contractual/permitted users) who started work at Surrey CC pre 1 July 2006. This is 
consistent with the existing Surrey CC parking policy on the SCC intranet at 
http://snet.surreycc.gov.uk/snet/core/sccwspages.nsf/LookupWebPagesByTITLE_RTF/County+Hall?
opendocument. This existing policy says:   'Car parking spaces for on-site staff - 720 (including The 
Bittoms), only for staff with parking permits. Permits available to required and permitted users (pre 
1 July 2006 start date). Required users only (post 1 July 2006 start date). Contact County Hall 
Reception (020 8541 8963) to apply for a permit.'  
 
Reasoning:  Staff who began work at county hall pre 1 July 2006 were informed that car parking was 
freely available (this was said to me when I was interviewed to work at county hall in 1984) and 
took this into account when joining Surrey CC at county hall.   Staff who started work at county hall 
post 1 July 2006 as non-contractual (permitted) users, had no such expectation of having a free 
parking permit.   Also the number of pre 1 July staff is getting smaller all the time and as more time 
elapses the cost to Surrey of retaining free car parking permits for pre 1 July staff  who ar e non-
contractual (permitted) users, would be increasingly insignificant.   
 
If SCC are not prepared to adopt my suggestion, then the next best option (although far less 
satisfactory) would be to defer the introduction of car park charges for say five years or more, 
rather than the two years SCC are suggesting. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the pay and reward proposals. 

http://snet.surreycc.gov.uk/snet/core/sccwspages.nsf/LookupWebPagesByTITLE_RTF/County+Hall?opendocument
http://snet.surreycc.gov.uk/snet/core/sccwspages.nsf/LookupWebPagesByTITLE_RTF/County+Hall?opendocument
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Senior Mental Health Workers/AMHPs  
Positive feedback  
· Pay increases brings social care staff in CMHRS in line with other social care services and LAs. It 
could attract applicants, reduce costs of locum staff and therefore take some pressure off teams.  
· 45p mileage is preferred as there is concern that a higher mileage rate would result in a different 
tax code being applied.  
· Concerns and questions were:  
· Parking will be removed for non essential car users, so administrators will have to pay to park. This 
could be a costly problem for administrators, particularly those working in teams with poor 
transport links.  
· Some staff roles such as Enabling Support Workers claim back parking costs from meetings with 
service users in the community. If staff are unable to claim parking fees, this will affect the service 
that is provided to service users as staff will be less likely to arrange meetings in the community.  
· Car lump sum  phase out and removal for staff who are essential car users. There is still significant 
wear and tear on cars for staff using their cars every day, even if it doesn’t reach the proposed 1500 
figure.  
· Objection to recent low fuel costs being given as the justification for car lump sum removal. Fuel 
cost could  increase again in the future.  
· Sick pay halved after 3 months – more clarification is needed on what would be considered to be 
an exceptional circumstance for an employee  to be paid full pay after 3 months sick leave? Staff 
feel that this does not recognise those that have worked for SCC for a number of years.  
· Appraisals  - how will these be measured ? What are the targets ? More clarity is needed as there 
is concern that this could be a subjective process.  
· Point 47 - no pay progression unless the organisation is successful as a whole  ? Unfair that the 
achievements of the whole ‘family’ will impact on everyone. There is a potential for apathy and low 
morale amongst staff, as they don’t think they can make a difference to their own pay progression. 
Also how will this affect SCC staff working in an integrated Community Mental health recovery 
service (CMHRS)?  
· How will employees know that the council as met its targets? Concern that this is a pay freeze.  
· relocation grant  - concern about the increase to a 20 mile threshold, as some of the North West 
teams are  relocating. There is a possibility that staff will be travelling further to work in the future.  
· Pay scales  - staff who were at the top of their grade will be moved to the bottom of the next 
grade (despite the number of years that they have already worked at the top of their grade before 
the changes) i.e some staff will have a 2.8% whilst others will receive a 25% increase. Some staff 
think that this is inequitable and not in line with rewarding and retaining experienced staff. Their 
previous experience and commitment to Surrey (particularly through the previous pay freezes) is 
being undervalued.  
· Will unqualified staff receive a pay increment? Social care staff’s pay in CMHRS will then be in line 
with other social care staff in Surrey) and other LAs.  
· 7 day contract  – is this affected by staff returning from secondments? If so staff are less likely to 
apply for secondment opportunities due to anxiety about their contract being changed on their 
return to original post.  
· AMHP overtime - will it be removed? AMHPs often work outside core hours. This can be several 
hours at a time. AMHPS cannot regularly claim toil as it affects other work that needs to be 
completed during office hours.  
· Inequality in integrated teams. Surrey staff should be equitable to health colleagues in the CMHRS. 
In the future SCC will not be paid whilst health staff may be paid for working outside core hours. 
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Adults Social Worker 
I would like to raise a few points about the proposed changes to pay and reward. Whilst I am in 
agreement with performance related pay I do not agree with this being linked to Surrey's 
performance as a whole. To me this would mean that no one would ever be entitled to receive a 
pay rise despite potentially being an outstanding performer. I think this will lead to the loss of 
current staff and also is not a good incentive for social workers who may be looking to move to 
Surrey. I do not see how this supports Surrey's intention to recruit and retain more social workers!  
 
I am also not in agreement with changing the sick leave allowance from 6 months down to only 3. I 
agree that many people can be supported to return to work sooner with the proper support 
however this does not take account of individuals who may be undergoing long term treatments, 
such as for cancer treatments or people who have undergone major heart surgery to mention only 
a couple of conditions. The pressure to return to work whilst still needing to take time to recover 
can put undue stress on an individual and have a negative impact on their health. The need to pay 
bills and live may lead to people returning to work before they are physically ready. I have seen this 
happen to close family members who work in other lines of work! 
  
Although the introduction of the seven day contract would not have a direct impact on many of us 
it would affect the children we work with. It would mean that any new residential workers and EDT 
staff would not be entitled to compensation for working anti-social hours. I believe that this would 
affect the recruitment and retention of staff in these sectors. We currently have a stable group of 
staff in our residential units and this could be compromised by this proposal. Current staff would 
not be able to progress without having to change their contract and losing their current allowance 
and this could lead to us loosing experienced and valued workers to other organisations and a 
difficulty to recruit to fill those posts. This would have an impact on the stability that our LAC 
currently experience in these settings.  
 
Whilst I am not in agreement with the removal of the car users allowance or the increase in miles 
for forced relocation of staff I feel that these are lesser issues.  
 
Thank you for taking the time to ask us for feedback. 

 

 


